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Wednesday, October 26, 2011
FIELD TRIP TO CARLSBAD CAVERNS
8:00 a.m. Classroom A
A shuttle will leave the National Cave and Karst Research Institute at approximately 8:30 a.m.
All participants are requested to ride the shuttle.

Carlsbad Caverns National Park is located in the Guadalupe Mountains, a mountain range that runs from west Texas
into southeastern New Mexico. Elevations within the park rise from 1095 meters (3595 feet) in the lowlands to 1987
meters (6520 feet) atop the escarpment.
The most famous of all the geologic features in the park are the caves. Carlsbad Caverns National Park contains
more than 110 limestone caves, the most famous of which is Carlsbad Cavern. Carlsbad Cavern receives more than
300,000 visitors each year and offers a rare glimpse of the underground worlds preserved under the desert above.
Participants will be divided into several groups that will be accompanied by knowledgeable NCKRI personnel and
volunteers. The trip through the main passage will occur in the morning, followed by a break for lunch, and then
several other caving options will be offered in the afternoon. These options are subject to ranger availability, White
Nose Syndrome considerations, and participant comfort with the underground environment.
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Symbiotic Robots for Exploring Subterranean Sites on Mars. J. Antol1, K. N. Lodding2, D. J. Piatak3, M. K.
Sekula4, and K. V. Thomas5, 1NASA Langley Research Center, jeffrey.antol-1@nasa.gov, 2NASA Langley Research
Center, kenneth.n.lodding@nasa.gov, 3NASA Langley Research Center, david.j.piatak@nasa.gov, 4NASA Langley
Research Center, martin.k.sekula@nasa.gov, 5University of Virginia, kvt3pd@virginia.edu

Introduction: The current exploration of Mars has
been fundamentally limited to the Martian surface with
data collected by sophisticated individual robotic vehicles operating independently, such as the wheeled
rovers Spirit and Opportunity. A symbiotic parentchild robotic architecture is proposed that would provide an innovative approach for exploring “extreme
Martian terrain,” areas of Mars that are currently inaccessible to conventional rover implementations. In this
architecture, a “Parent” vehicle provides transportation
and logistical support for a collaborative “Child” vehicle(s). The synergistic approach allows mixing vehicles of differing capabilities, resulting in a system
that enables missions which would be at best extremely
challenging, if not impossible, for a conventional single
rover approach.
Symbiotic robotic systems consist of individual robots, each with possibly unique capabilities, acting
together for their mutual benefit to accomplish complex and difficult goals which exceed the capabilities
of any one of the individual robots.
Scope: A volcanic lava tube is an example of extreme Martian terrain in which symbiotic robotic systems could be employed. Lava tubes develop when a
solid ceiling of cooled material forms over a lava
channel during a volcanic eruption, when the eruption
ends, an empty tunnel or lava tube is left behind.
These subsurface formations on Mars may provide a
hospitable environment for microbial life, sheltering it
from the severe Martian climate and perhaps providing
access to subsurface water.
In addition to the search for life on Mars, subterranean geological features could house future astronaut
habitats and scientific facilities, utilizing the geology to
provide protection from radiation and other environmental extremes [1]. Employing geological features
for in situ habitat development requires knowing their
location, as well as their suitability for the task. This
knowledge can be gained by pre-cursor robotic missions designed to locate and enter geological features,
such as lava tubes and caves to identify their suitability
for utilization as shelter. Mapping and photographic
data would allow construction of immersive virtual
visualizations of potential shelter sites, supporting the
design, engineering, and development of pre-fabricated
structures to house astronauts and their equipment during the course of Mars exploration.

Mission Concept: One of the entry paths into
Martian lava tubes may be through collapsed ceiling
areas termed skylights, such as the “Seven Sisters”
located near the Martian volcano Arsia Mons, recently
identified in images taken from orbiting spacecraft [2].
Skylights and the surrounding area present treacherous
obstacles that a conventional rover is not likely capable
of traversing. Even approaching the skylight to lower
an attached sensor unit could be a dangerous proposition for a conventional rover. Symbiotic robotic exploration of a lava tube is proposed whereby the parent
vehicle, a rover, would carry the child, in this case a
vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) vehicle, into the
vicinity of the lava tube skylight. The VTOL would
launch from the rover and descend through the skylight
to conduct an autonomous exploration of the subterranean regions. After completing the mission, the VTOL
would return to the parent rover, where it could land
and transfer the data gathered for transmission back to
Earth. At the same time, the energy sources of the
VTOL would be recharged in preparation for further
missions. In addition to exploring Martian lava tubes,
symbiotic parent-child vehicles may open-up exploration of other geological areas of interest such as cliff
faces and craters.
Results: Previous studies conducted by NASA [3]
and several universities [4] have identified VTOL
flight on Mars as challenging, but attainable. The objective of this study was to research these VTOL concepts to identify the advantages and disadvantages of
several configurations (quadrotor, coaxial, and samara
rotorcraft as well as biologically inspired entomopters)
in the context of a lava tube exploration mission concept. A preliminary analysis was performed on the
quad-rotor rotorcraft to estimate initial sizes and power
required for flight.
References:
[1] Boston, P.J.; et al. (2003) Extraterrestrial
Caves: Science, Habitat & Resources
[2] Cushing, G. E.; et al. (2007) Geophysical Research Letters, 34, L17201.
[3] Young, L; et al. (2004) Mars Rotorcraft: Possibilities, Limitations, and Implications for Human/Robotic Exploration.
[4] Datta, Anubhav; et al. (2000) The Martian Autonomous Rotary-Wing Vehicle (MARV) - University of
Maryland Alfred Gessow Rotorcraft Center Department of Aerospace Engineering.
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LUNAR CAVES IN MARE DEPOSITS IMAGED BY THE LROC NARROW ANGLE CAMERAS
J. W. Ashley1, M.S. Robinson1, B. Ray Hawke2, A. K. Boyd1, R. V. Wagner1, E. J. Speyerer1, H. Hiesinger3,4, C. H.
van der Bogert3; 1Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera, School of Earth and Space Exploration, Arizona State
University, Tempe, AZ 85287-3603 (james.ashley@asu.edu); 2Hawaii Institute of Geophysics and Planetology,
University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI; 3Institut für Planetologie, Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität, Münster, Germany; 4Brown University, Providence, RI, USA.
Introduction: Any long-term human presence on
the Moon will require reliable protection from surface
hazards (radiation, micrometeorites, temperature cycling), which can be facilitated using existing caves [14]. Such voids could also provide access to a diversity
of pristine geologic formations. Depending on the type
of cavern, these formations may include delicate sublimate minerals, paleo-regolith layers (which could
preserve ancient samples of implanted solar wind),
records of magma source region compositional evolution [e.g.,,5,6], and/or surface flow morphologies.
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC)
Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) [7] images are revealing
potential opportunities for such exploration and habitation beneath the lunar surface at a variety of locations
and geologic environments across the Moon. NAC
imaging currently confirms the existence of sublunarean voids associated with two of three pits in mare
deposits, and has revealed more than 140 negative relief features formed in impact melt deposits, some of
which are likely to be the result of collapse into subsurface void spaces. The possibility for additional
spaces beneath intact ceilings in both types of settings
is plausible, if not likely.

Figure 1. Marius Hills pit (A) near-nadir (emission angle
0.5°) image (M122584310L) showing pit outline and rubblestrewn floor (incidence angle 25°); image is approximately
140 m wide. (B) Pit imaged (M137929856R) with a 34°
incidence angle and a 45° emission angle, showing ~12 m of
illuminated floor beneath cavern ceiling. Note layering in pit
walls; image is approximately 250 m wide.

The lunar pits were located using SELenological
and ENgineering Explorer (SELENE) Terrain Camera
(TC) images [4,8], and confirmed as cavernous using
LROC NAC images [9]. These pits are located in the
Marius Hills region of Oceanus Procellarum at 14.2°N,
303.3°E (Figure 1), and within Mare Tranquillitatis at
8.3°N, 33.2°E (Figure 2). A third pit was identified

within Mare Ingenii at 35.6°S, 166.0°E [8], but an associated subsurface void has yet to be confirmed for
this pit. All three pits also show fine layering in their
walls that speak volumes on the nature of mare emplacement (Figures 1B & 2D-F) [9].

Figure 2. Mare Tranquillitatis pit; (A) near-nadir image
(M126710873R) and (B) 7° emission angle image
(M155016845R), collectively reveal more than 90 percent of
the floor, both images are approximately 175 m wide. (C)
Oblique view (26° emission angle; M152662021R), a
significant portion of the illuminated area is beneath
overhanging mare. Layering is revealed in D, E, & F
(M155023632R and M144395745L, respectively). Outcropping bedrock layer thickness estimates are presented in F in
meters, ± 1 m.

The Marius Hills pit outline is slightly elliptical,
with diameters ranging from 48 to 57 m (Figure 1).
From the southwest rim to one third of the floor diameter (from southwest to northeast), shadow measurements show a maximum depth of 45 ± 2 m
(M122584310L). Our stereo-derived digital terrain
model (using NAC pair M155607349, M155614137)
shows the pit floor to be 45 m below the sharp rim and
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52 m below the surrounding flat mare surface. The
floor of the Marius Hills pit is littered with meter-scale
blocks with no resolvable impact craters. Forty-six of
93 blocks measured within the illuminated area are
larger than 2 m, with the largest block having a maximum length of 5 m. The standard deviation of reflectance values of the pit floor is four times higher than
that of the reflectance of the surrounding mare, indicating a blockier surface (M122584310L).

3). Subtracting the thickness of the visible ledge (~47
m) from the depth of the pit indicates an approximately
60-meter high opening to the cave. The oblique images
(Figure 2D, E) also shows a funnel-shaped slope at the
rim, and reveal fine layering in the walls.
As the Marius Hills cave is located within a sinuous rille, the pit feature is likely a skylight resulting
from ceiling collapse into an unfilled lava tube [4,8,9].
Similar explanations are reasonable for the Tranquillitatis and Ingenii pits, although these features are not
associated with obvious rilles in their respective mare.
LROC NAC targeting of all three features remains ongoing.

Figure 3. Schematic showing Marius Hills cave in crosssection with viewing geometry for direct observing under the
surrounding mare seen in Figure 1B. A similar situation is
shown in Figure 2C for the cave in Mare Tranquillitatis. The
dotted lined portion of this void space is speculative.

Figure 4. (A) Natural bridge traversing a subsurface void in
large impact melt pond north-northwest of King crater
(M113168034R; incidence angle = 48°, emission angle =
1°); image is approximately 350 m wide. (B) Negative relief
feature (approximately 20 m deep) in Copernicus crater melt
deposit (M135317661R; incidence angle = 58°, emission
angle = 17°); image is approximately 290 m wide).

An oblique (43° emission angle) NAC image that
was closely aligned with the incidence vector captured
illuminated portions of the pit floor beyond the nadirview pit perimeter, and beneath ceiling rock, revealing
the cavernous nature of the pit in Marius Hills (Figure
3). The distance imaged along the floor into the cavern
(beneath the ceiling) is ~12 m, and the height of the
ceiling above the floor is ~17 m. How far the void extends beyond the shadow edge is unknown. This
oblique image also reveals eight layers in the pit wall
that range in thickness from 4 to 12 ± 1 m, with an
average thickness of 6 m.
The Mare Tranquillitatis pit diameters range from
84 to 99 m, with a maximum depth from shadow
measures of ~107 m (Fig. 2A, B). Several large, angular blocks, ranging in size from 3 to 8 m are sparsely
distributed across the floor, and likely represent detritus from the pit walls or collapsed roof materials. The
standard deviation of the integrated floor reflectance is
seven times that of the surrounding mare, while the
smooth area between the boulders is only three times
higher. These values show the floor to be significantly
rougher than the mare surface. An oblique view (26°
emission angle) of the pit in Mare Tranquillitatis
shows ~20 m of floor extending beneath a ceiling, and
thus confirms a second subsurface void (Figures 2C &

Negative relief features within impact melt deposits present a range of morphologies that include linear
canyons and sinuous valleys interpretable as extensional cracks. Others are probably the result of melt
withdrawal and collapse (Figure 4), suggesting the
possibility for extant caves beneath the surfaces immediately adjacent to these, or elsewhere within the
ponded melt volume.
Summary: Collapse features over probable lava
tubes within mare (skylights) may provide points of
ingress to larger “trunk” cave passages. Collapse features over areas of melt pond drainage suggest additional sublunarean voids. Both types of cave offer intriguing exploration and habitation opportunities.
References: [1] Horz et al. (1985) Lava Tubes: Potential shelter for habitats, LPSI. [2] Coombs et al.
(1992) NASA-CP-3166. [3] De Angelis, et al., (2002)
J. Radiat. Res., 43, S41-S45. [4] Haruyama et al.,
(2009) JGR, 39. [5] Weider et al., (2010) Icarus,
209(2), 323-336. [6] Crawford et al., (2007) Astron.
and Geophys., 48, 3.18-3.21. [7] Robinson et al. (2010)
Space Sci. Rev., 150, 81-124. [8] Haruyama et al.,
(2010) LPSC XLI, Abs. #1285. [9] Robinson et al.,
JGR (in review).
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Exploring with MoonBats, from the Caverns of the Moon to Saturn's Rings. T.L. Billings1 and M.
Runyan2, 1Oregon L5 Society, 5131 SW 38th Place Ptld., OR 97221, itsd1@comcast.net , 2Oregon L5 Society ,
marcus.runyan@gmail.com .
Introduction:
Recent images of the surfaces of the Moon and Mars confirmed that entrances to very large lava tube caves exist
that will allow exploitation of these in situ resources.[1] Rough and boulder-strewn floors of lava tubes require a
flying vehicle to perform a fast economical survey of these caverns.
Such "MoonBats" will be small, scalable exploration vehicles that can be delivered next to cave entrances by
small landers with data storage and transmission capabilities. Designing in modules will allow optimizing between
different gravity, endurance, and data requirements. A MoonBat will fly from a lander into the cave, trailing a fiber
optic cable in order to transmit data reliably through the lava tube at high rates back to the lander for radio
transmission to Earth. Later generations of MoonBats may use in situ propellant and tankage resources in previous
outposts for both MoonBat and its lander. These can then scale to larger sizes and longer endurance while obtaining
lower mission costs for each cave examined.

The MoonBat concept is already being modeled in the virtual world called Second Life, by the Oregon L5
Society Research Team. The Team has proposed to NIAC a Phase 1 study to demonstrate the needed autonomy of a
flying vehicle in Earth lava tubes with a rotary-winged quadrocopter.
We believe that first generation MoonBats can be developed for planetary missions before the end of this decade.
This will promote the exploration of caves throughout the Solar System. In smaller asteroids, or even Ceres,
MoonBat rates of propellant consumption will drop. Sensor payloads can then expand, yielding greater scientific
and operational returns. Here, the potential caves will be a result of the volatile outgassing expected of many such
bodies.
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Even farther from Earth, among the moons of the gas giant systems, we already see geological activities
involving volatiles that have great potential for generating caves. While Titan's atmosphere will allow winged
explorers, the rest will probably require the MoonBat system of rocket propulsion and autonomous flight. Lowergravity moons will again allow larger sensor payloads and longer mission times.
Even when we have manned missions, using vehicles like the proposed Nautilus-X, the ability to approach
moons and smaller ring bodies will be limited by the magnetospheres and radiation belts of the Gas Giants. The
autonomy of a MoonBat system will still be crucial when the inner moons that orbit within the radiation belts are
to be explored. Approaching these moons closely enough to use teleoperations will require more massive radiation
shielding than a simple planetary transit, for the entire crewed mission system.
We will need a MoonBat sooner rather than later, so we are starting now.
[1]

Haruyama J. et al. , (2009) GRL, 36, L21206, 5 PP. doi:10.1029/2009GL040635
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A PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY BASED FRAMEWORK FOR SPELEOGENESIS IN THE SOLAR
SYSTEM. P.J. Boston1,2, 1Earth & Environ. Sci. Dept., New Mexico Institute of Mining & Technology, 801 Leroy
Place, Socorro, NM 87801; pboston@nmt.edu, 2 National Cave and Karst Research Institute, 1400 Commerce Dr.,
Carlsbad, NM 88220
Introduction: Multiple schemes exist for the classification of cave types on Earth. Some of these take
their inspiration from the dominance of carbonate
caves on this planet and divide those (known as karst)
from every other cave type, sometimes called pseudokarst. Other schemes rely on inferred formative
mechanisms, e.g. dissolution by waters from above,
epigenesis, or from below, hypogenesis.
Other
schemes rely on naming caves by their bedrock type,
e.g. marble caves, carbonate caves, gypsum caves, etc.
Yet other attempts involve designation of where a dissolved cave was formed with respect to a water table
(e.g. phreatic indicates formation below the water table
while vadose refers to formation at or above the water
table). Passage morphology is sometimes used to name
caves, e.g. maze or anastomosing referring to a cave in
plan view, or terms like elliptical referring to the shape
of the cross-section. More exotic cave circumstances
are sometimes indicated by special chemical or thermal
properties, i.e. sulfuric acid caves, ice caves, or glacier
caves. While all these appellations have their uses,
they are limited in perspective because they have
grown out of our experience here on Earth and reflect
that history. As we begin to contemplate cavities in
crustal materials on other planets and moons, it is time
to broaden and generalize our categorization to get
away from a terrestriocentric stance to one which is
more flexible and can be applied to a greater variety of
potential cave-forming and development mechanisms
on bodies with radically different lithologies, temperature regimes, atmospheres, and fluid behavior.
Framework Overview: A scheme first proposed
in 2004 [1] and later expanded for purposes of assess-

ing microbial inhabitants of caves [2] is revisited in
light of further developments in our understanding of
Solar System bodies that may house caves (Table 1).
The scheme involves primary physical and chemical
processes that can lead to speleogenesis both in the
way we experience it on Earth and potentially future
experience beyond Earth. Primary categories include:
1) solutional caves (dissolution of bedrock with or
without chemical enhancement), 2) erosional caves
(mechanical breakdown and removal of bedrock), 3)
tectonic caves (cavity formed solely by crustal motions
in response to tectonic forces), 4) phase transition
caves (melting and refreezing, or sublimation and
reprecipitation of any bedrock material), 5) suffosional
caves (sapping of particles by fluid flow), and 6) constructional caves (cavities whose “bedrock” is formed
around primary space by biological processes).
Conclusion and Consequences: The classification
proposed here will not necessarily displace older
spleological terms which still have utility in common
parlance and amongst those whose sole concerns are
Earth caves of a particular type. However, such a
scheme can facilitate a more precise scientific approach to the fundamental mechanisms of extraterrestrial speleogenesis that we may expect to discover as
we go forth to explore the geology of our neighbors in
the Solar System.
References: [1] Boston P.J. (2004) Encyclopedia
of Cave and Karst Science. Fitzroy-Dearborn Publishers, Ltd., London, UK. Pp. 355-358. [2] Boston P. J. et
al (2009) In, A.B. Klimchouk & D.C. Ford, eds., Hypogene Speleogenesis and Karst Hydrology of Artesian
Basins. Special Paper 1:51-57. Ukrainian Inst. Speleology & Karstology, Simferopol, Ukraine. 280 pp.

Table 1: Broad categories of speleogenesis
by dominant physical
or chemical processes.
After Boston, 2004.
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EXTRATERRESTRIAL CAVES: A SOLAR SYSTEM-WIDE PROSPECTUS. P.J. Boston1,2, 1EES Dept.
New Mexico Institute of Mining & Technology, 801 Leroy Place, Socorro, New Mexico 87801; pboston@nmt.edu,
2
National Cave and Karst Research Institute, 1400 Commerce Dr. Carlsbad, NM 88220.
Introduction: Evidence of caves on other bodies
in the Solar System was presented early on in the
Apollo era for the moon [1], and has more recently
been confirmed for that body [2,3]. Cave forming
mechanisms and evidence for caves have been suggested for a number of bodies in the Solar System [4],
and recently confirmed for Mars [5]. Our dawning
awareness of the presence of cavity forming processes
on other bodies in the Solar System is beginning to
enter a more serious phase and thus it is timely to consider the broad sweep of disciplines and topics that will
impinge on this newly acknowledged class of geological phenomenon. Areas of interest include the formation mechanisms of caves (speleogenesis), their ability
to preserve indicators of previous planetary conditions
(repositories of past climate data, sedimentation, etc.),
insights into surface geology from a subsurface perspective, hydrological or volcanological information
from specific types of caves, the potential role of caves
as habitat for extraterrestrial life (astrobiology) or
timecapsules preserving life remains and geochemical
traces (biosignatures), caves as ideal habitats for confining the potential for forward and backward planetary contamination, and the possibility of cave use for
future human exploration purposes. All of these areas
of interest are accompanied by engineering needs for
subsurface geophysical detection methodologies, robotic access, new scientific and orientation instrumentation, and EDL (entry, descent & landing) approaches
to rugged terrain for landed missions hoping to access
caves.
Geological Processes: The fundamental mechanisms of planetary geology have both been inspired by
our geological study of Earth and in return have repaid
geology by providing a broader outside-the-system
perspective which advances our understanding of Earth
geology. Such comparative planetology can now be
extended to cave formation processes that will cause us
to think more deeply about the fundamental physics
and chemistry involved in their production [4]. The
picture we can gain of basic stratigraphy, diagenesis,
porosity and permeability, and lava rheology provided
by various types of caves is a very different and complementary enhancement of what we can learn from
outcrop and surface geomorphology alone. In addition, geological evidence that is destroyed by weathering and erosion in surface expressions can be preserved in caves and may be all that remains of a prior
widespread phenomenon of general interest.

Surficial and Atmospheric Processes: On Earth,
over the past hundred years or so, we have used caves
to advance our knowledge of complex mineralogy,
indeed many minerals are known only from caves [6].
Sediments trapped in caves tell of ancient floods and
may also contain evidence of past vegetation cover.
We know that many caves contain ices year round
even while the aboveground climate would not support
that and recently a theoretical treatment of the potential
for trapped volatiles in Martian caves has been published [7]. Importantly, on Earth we are at the dawn of
using cave secondary mineral deposits (speleothems)
as indicators of past surface climates [8].
Astrobiology: The potential for microbial life or its
remains to be found in the subsurface of Mars has been
suggested [9,10,11]. Excellent preservation of life
traces in Earth caves and the unusual, abundant, and
diverse microbial communities that we find inspire
hope for the astrobiological potential of extraterrestrial
caves [11,12].
Human Utilization: Humanity has long used
caves, rock shelters, and other natural geological features for survival and cultural purposes. The use of
such natural features in future human exploration of
Mars and Earth's moon could be a timely and practical
solution to a number of potential dilemmas presented
by the extreme and challenging nature of the environments on these bodies. Limited preliminary work has
been conducted to begin to examine the feasibility of
such extraterrestrial cave use [13].
Engineering: The complex internal topology of
caves are often exceedingly challenging for human
explorers to navigate here on Earth. The potential to
explore caves robotically offers yet more challenges to
our engineering imaginations and expertise. In return,
meeting the demands of such terrain will stretch the
field of robotics to achieve great advances. In addition,
new instrumentation developments will be required to
meet the stringent demands of low mass, limited power
availability, and ruggedness required by the cave environment.
Conclusions: The dawn of the age of exospeleology or astrospeleology is upon us. The ramifications
of this extend into all of the scientific, engineering, and
exploration activities that have been conducted in
Earth caves before. Now we contemplate the demanding task of applying what we have learned here on
Earth to the extraterrestrial realm.
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Rapid Assessment of High Value Samples: A Miniature AOTF-LDTOF Spectrometer Suite for Cave Environments. Nancy J. Chanover1 , David A. Glenar1 , David G. Voelz1 ,
Xifeng Xiao1 , Rula Tawalbeh1 , Kyle Uckert1 , Penelope Boston2 , William Brinckerhoff3 , Stephanie Getty3 , and Paul
Mahaffy3 , 1 New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM, USA (nchanove@nmsu.edu), 2 New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology, Socorro, NM USA, and 3 NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center
We discuss the development of a miniature neara few watts or less. They can provide arbitrary spectral
infrared point spectrometer, operating between 1.6–3.5
selection over a wide tuning range by utilizing a bireµm region, and based on acousto-optic tunable filter
fringent TeO2 crystal, which acts as a diffraction grat(AOTF) technology. This instrument may be used to
ing when compressed using RF waves. With broadband
screen and corroborate analyses of samples containing
light as an input, orthogonally polarized, spectrally narorganic biomarkers or mineralogical signatures suggesrow beams are diffracted within the crystal and can be
tive of extant or extinct organic material collected in situ
separately re-imaged at the output. The AOTF matefrom cave environments. The AOTF point spectromerial, TeO2 , is inherently rugged and radiation hard. Furter will be paired with a laser desorption time-of-flight
thermore, these devices have no moving parts, making
(LDTOF) mass spectrometer and will prescreen samples
them an attractive option for space flight. Our group has
for evidence of volatile or refractory organics before the
a demonstrated history of developing and using AOTF
laser desorption and subsequent mass spectrometer meaimaging spectrometers for planetary science applications
surement. We present laboratory analysis of geological
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
samples of known astrobiological importance, with and
The LDTOF mass spectrometer provides pulsedwithout organic biomarkers.
laser desorption and analysis of refractory organic compounds up to >5,000 Da on a spatial scale of 50-100 µm
determined by the laser spot size at the target. At higher
Introduction In cave environments, both on Earth and
laser power, it also measures major, minor, and trace elelsewhere in our solar system, robust sample screening
ements with parts-per-million sensitivity. The LDTOF
and selection are essential for achieving the maximum
employs a pulsed 355 nm Nd:YAG laser to desorb and
scientific benefit with limited payload resources. For
ionize analyte from a solid surface. It collects laserboth in situ analyses and those conducted with samples
desorbed ions by drawing them from the sample surface
that have been cached and returned to a laboratory, a ceninto the ion extraction lens. The ions are focused into
tral goal of astrobiology in cave settings is to understand
a time-of-flight analyzer and terminate at a microchanthe relationship between organic molecules and prebiotic
nel plate detector and anode. The voltage pulses are then
chemistry and habitable environments.
acquired as a function of time on an oscilloscope. This
The samples selected for sophisticated laboratory
instrument has been described in detail previously [6].
analysis must be carefully vetted by analytical tools that
The AOTF and LDTOF spectrometers have similar
provide the greatest assurance of science value. A cave
requirements
for precise positioning of sensor elements
environment poses additional navigational challenges,
near
the
sample
surface. Using a shared optomechanithus having a high value down-select process for samcal
design,
we
realized
significant savings in instrument
ples to be retrieved robotically is especially critical. One
mass
and
complexity.
The
design phase of the integrated
approach is the identification of key organic functional
AOTF-LDTOF
spectrometer
suite is nearing completion.
groups by a spectroscopic prescreening tool, followed by
The
IR
spectrometer
components
are integrated onto a
organic compound analysis with one or more mass speccompact
optical
deck,
the
geometry
of which is optitrometric methods of increasing complexity.
mized
for
the
shape
of
the
LDTOF
MS
vacuum shroud.
The addition of an AOTF spectrometer to an existing
LDTOF instrument will enable significant diagnostic capability without exceeding the resources of a small mobile laboratory, and this instrument suite will result in a
powerful tool for astrobiological exploration of cave environments in our solar system.
Technology Development AOTF systems provide
great flexibility, being very compact, electronically programmable, with time-averaged power requirements of

Laboratory Measurements Spectral detection of biological materials on mineral surfaces first requires a thorough characterization of the uninhabited host minerals,
measured using the same instrument. We acquired nearIR spectra of a collection of field samples using both the
AOTF spectrometer breadboard and the LDTOF spectrometer. The sample suite includes evaporites (sulfates,
carbonates), clays, and iron oxides, all of which can be
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linked to aqueous environments and are therefore of high
astrobiological interest.
We also used both instruments to record the spectrum
of a black desert varnish coating on a fractured sample
of weathered rock obtained at the Luis Lopez mine site
near Socorro, NM. The uncoated side appeared to have
been fractured from a larger rock, and thus has shorter
exposure age. The dark color of the desert varnish layers
results from a high concentration of oxidized manganese,
which can result from either biotic or abiotic processes.
However, strong evidence suggests that oxidized Mn in
rock varnish is produced by mixotrophic microorganisms
in locations that lack abundant organic acids [7].
Finally, we used both the AOTF and LDTOF instruments to measure basalt samples that were both “neat”
and doped with pyrene, a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon, in order to determine whether we could detect the
presence of hydrocarbons in the rock. We see differences
in the spectra between the neat and doped basalts, which
we are investigating further.
Summary and Conclusions Our instrument development efforts to date have focused on two parallel efforts:
the assembly, characterization and demonstration of the
compact AOTF spectrometer, and the modifications to
the LDTOF chamber in order to accommodate it. The
design challenges associated with both aspects of this effort are being successfully addressed, and both the AOTF
and the LDTOF are now being used to measure reference
samples in the laboratory.
The AOTF measurements of sample reference spectra show that the wavelength calibration of the instrument is very accurate, permitting the identification of
known spectral features. The LDTOF mass spectrometer measurements show the expected major and minor
elements present in Mars analog samples that have been
independently verified with an x-ray diffraction instrument. A comparison between the AOTF and LDTOF
measurements of dolomitic samples reveals the complementary nature of the two data sets. The LDTOF identifies the Ca and Mg elemental constituents deriving from
the dolomite component of the rock sample. Independently, on a mineralogically related (but not identical)
sample, the AOTF spectrometer clearly reveals carbonate peaks. Together, these data sets are consistent with
the presence of dolomite. In the near term, we plan to
conduct LDTOF measurements on the same sample set
used in AOTF studies to fully characterize a common set
of minerals. To this, we will add a complement of astrobiologically relevant biosignatures from a variety of geomicrobial study sites well characterized in our previous

work [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. These include desert varnish
on volcanic, sedimentary, and igneous bedrock, gypsum
weathering rind and evaporite communities, travertines
and tufas, and a spectrum of biofabrics and biominerals
from cave deposits and surfaces.
Acknowledgements This work was supported by
grants from NASA’s EPSCoR and ASTID programs through award numbers NNX08AV85A and
NNX08AY44G.
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Microclimate and morphology of a fumarolic ice cave on Erebus Volcano, Antarctica
Curtis, A. G. and P. R. Kyle
Flank degassing from Erebus Volcano, Antarctica, occurs largely through fumarolic ice caves (FIC) and
fumarolic ice towers. These unusual formations host an internal environment with elevated
temperatures (elevated by 30 to 40°C), CO2 concentrations (elevated by several thousand ppm), and
humidity (elevated by 70 to 80% rh). During the last two field seasons the Mount Erebus Volcano
Observatory launched an investigation into the microclimates and morphology of the FIC in an effort to
determine how the structures form, and how they represent to flank degassing processes on Erebus and
other volcanoes worldwide.
Deployment of a fiber-optic distributed temperature sensing system, combined with images from a
handheld thermal infrared camera, demonstrated that advective point sources of volcanic gas, as well as
point sources of cold air leaking into the cave, are a major control on the FIC air temperature. There is
a strong inverse correlation between with barometric pressure outside the cave and vent temperature.
We interpret this as “drawing out” of gas from the volcanic edifice by dropping barometric pressure.
Conventional and LiDAR cave surveys were conducted to determine FIC morphology. FIC passages
run uphill in an anastomosing pattern linking the volcanic gas vents. Domed chambers are observed
above major gas vents. Scallops on cave walls represent airflow direction. FIC locations appear to
correspond to geologic zones of structural weakness including the edge of the summit caldera, and a
dike collinear with the Main Crater, Side Crater, and Western Crater.
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Orbital Observations of Martian Cave-entrance Candidates: G.E. Cushing1, T.N. Titus1 and E. Maclennan1
1
U.S. Geological Survey, Center for Astrogeology, 2255 N. Gemini Dr. Flagstaff, AZ 86001, gcushing@usgs.gov
Introduction: From the time Oberbeck et al.
(1969) first proposed that some lunar rilles might be
collapsed lava tubes, the existence and potential utility
of extraterrestrial cave systems have been discussed—
particularly for the Moon and for Mars [e.g., 1,2].
Considering the behavior of basaltic volcanism is generally analogous between the Earth and Mars [e.g., 3],
volcanic caves may be common on Mars as well [1,4].
Here we present a general discussion about orbital
observations of cave-entrance candidates on Mars.
Candidates were identified by the THEMIS VIS (18
m/pixel) and CTX (6 m/pixel) visible-wavelength
cameras. Since their identification, many candidates
have been targeted by the HiRISE camera at extremely high resolution (25-50 cm/pixel) to reveal important
morphologic details. We have thus far identified three
different cave types in Mars’ volcanic regions.
Lava Tubes: Many Martian lava-flow features appear consistent with orbital views of terrestrial inflated
tube-fed lava flows. These are often characterized by
low (10-20 m), sinuous topographic crests with laterally spreading flanks that often form chains of either
tumuli or vent structures (Figure 1, Top). In many cases, a fracture or channel (<60 m across) runs axially
along their crests. This specific morphology is a telltale indicator of a tube-fed system emplaced by inflation, which can be a dominant pāhoehoe emplacement
mechanism across low slopes [5]. Although sometimes
identified as completely collapsed lava-tube ceilings, it
is important to emphasize that axial trenches along
inflated tube-fed flows may be dilational fractures or
the surfaces of former channelized flows. These
trenches do not necessarily indicate subsurface tube
characteristics such as void diameter, whether internal
collapse has occurred, or even whether the tube system
ever drained to form an empty tunnel. However, we
suggest that the skylight entrances discussed here (being considerably deeper than their associated axial
trenches) indicate that drainage did occur at those locations, and that evacuated tubes are likely to remain at
least partially intact beneath the surface.
Volcano-Tectonic Fractures: These structures
(Figure 1, Center) show evidence of both volcanic and
tectonic formation mechanisms, and are clearly different from the axial trenchess associated with tube-fed
lava flows in several ways. These are wider (100-200
m) than the trenches found along the crests of tube-fed
flows and are composed of 10-20 km linear segments
that cut across numerous pre-existing lava flows and
intersect each other at sharp angles of 95º-110º. These

Figure 1: Martian examples of Tube-fed lava flow with
skylights (Top); Volcano-tectonic fracture with skylight
(Center); Atypical Pit Crater (APC, Bottom).
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conjoined fractures can extend more than 100 km in
length and sections show evicence of viscous outflow
activity. Unlike axial fractures in tube-fed flows, the
rims of these trenches are level with the local topography, and their floors are broad and flat with no apparent vertical offset between opposing walls. A regional
dust mantle (up to several meters thick) masks evidence of any parallel normal faults that could indicate
whether a graben-type collapse occurred. The lengths,
segmentation, location and orientation of these fractures (between Arsia Mons and Pavonis Mons, and
aligned with the Tharsis-ridge volcanic system) suggest they may have formed through deep tectonic processes associated with the Tharsis regional uplift [6,7].
Tectonic fractures of this magnitude could have been
intruded and widened by magma, thus inducing formation of the observed grabens and skylights at the
surface. Unlike lava-tube caves (which tend to be sinuous, remain relatively near the upper surface and follow regional slopes), volcano-tectonic caves could
extend deeply into their host fractures and branch into
subsurface networks. A suitable terrestrial analog to
these volcano-tectonic fractures may be the ‘Great
Crack’ in Kīlauea volcano’s southwest rift zone, which
hosts a number of deep and extensive caves, some of
which have been explored to depths exceeding 180 m
[D. Coons, personal communication, 2009].
Atypical Pit Craters (APCs): Terrestrial analogs
to these features commonly contain cave entrances at
their bases. These pits are proportionately deeper than
common pit craters, are cylindrical or conic in form,
have vertical or overhanging walls and often have flat
smooth floors (Figure 1, Bottom) [8]. APCs do not
form within linear surface depressions, and are nearly
always circular with diameters of ~50-300 m. HiRISE
data show that some APCs extend laterally beneath
overhanging rims for unknown distances [9]. Haruyama et al. (2009) recently discovered lunar features that
look identical to Martian APCs, and suggest they may
be skylight entrances into deep lava tubes [10].
APC Thermal Behaviors: Cave entrances in APCs
may be difficult to visibly observe if they are out of
view beneath overhanging rims, although they may
exert a thermal influence on the overall pit. Knowing
local surface temperatures from THEMIS TIR data, we
can estimate APC floor temperatures from the ratio of
sub-pixel mixing between the floor and nearby surface
for each pixel that covers part of an APC. We calculate
floor areas in VIS images by fitting ellipses (diameter,
eccentricity and rotation) to the pit rims. We then ‘super-register’ the TIR image to the VIS image by reprojecting the TIR (100 m) to VIS resolution (18 m),
and then shifting the TIR image across the VISderived ellipse until a best fit is achieved. This re-
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projection and super-registration of TIR to the VIS
data allows us to define the pit’s edge and to estimate
the areal ratio of floor and surface contained within
each (100 m) TIR pixel. If we assume that the floor is
spatially isothermal, a best-fit temperature can be calculated. Surface temperatures are assumed to be the
median local temperatures of the surrounding areas.
APC diurnal temperature variations are strongly
damped in amplitude compared with those of the surface (Figure 2) and adjacent common pit craters
(which are each dominated by solar input) suggesting
that subsurface thermal conductivity is likely the control for APC floor temperatures. On Mars, this particular thermal behavior appears to be unique to APCs and
is generally consistent for all candidates large enough
to be resolved by THEMIS TIR. Temperature variations observed in APCs are comparable to behaviors
recorded in terrestrial cave entrances [11], and if some
APCs are thermally influenced by cave systems, then
damped (and probably phase delayed) diurnal temperature ranges should be expected. However, all APCs
resolved by THEMIS TIR exhibit this same general
thermal behavior, and it is unlikely that all of these
contain cave entrances. APC floor temperatures appear
to vary in accordance to the subsurface diurnal thermal
wave, and detecting thermal evidence of cave entrances will require instruments with improved spatial and
temporal resolution. We expect cave entrances inside
APCs to exaggerate (and slightly phase-delay) the
damped behaviors already observed, and extreme examples (such as floor/surface differences > 50 K) lead
us to suspect the presence of additional physical influences that warrant further investigation.

Figure 2: Plots of pre-dawn THEMIS floor/surface
temperature differences vs. season at different locations.
References: [1] Horz (1985) Bases and Sp. Activities of the
21st Cent. pp. 405-412. [2] Boston et al. (2003) Grav. and
Space Bio. Bulletin, 16(2). [3] Glaze et al. (2005) JGR, 110,
B08202. [4] Cruikshank and Wood (1972) Moon, v. 3, pp.
412-447. [5] Kauahikaua, et al. (2003) USGS Prof. Paper
#1676. [6] Barendt (1990) Mars, p. 249-297. [7] Philips
(1990) JGR 95, B4, pp. 5089-5100. [8] Cushing et al. (2007)
GRL, 34, L17201 [9] Cushing et al. (2008) LPSC abst.
#2447. [10] Haruyama et al. (2009) GRL, 36, L21206. [11]
Wynne et al., 2008, Earth and Planet. Sci. Lett., 272, 1-2,
240-250.
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Low Risk Pseudokarstic Caves of Earth as Useful Analogues of Martian Caves
W. R. Halliday, Commission on Volcanic Caves of the International Union of Speleology, 6530 Cornwall Court,
Nashville,TN 37205; bnawrh@bellsouth.net

At least since lava tube trenches were identified
through Martian orbital photography, pseudokarstic
caves on Mars have been proposed as habitation sites
for astronauts. Further, they may be prime localities
for refugia of Martian life, past or present. However,
some advocates of astronaut habitation and/or study of
Martian caves may have been incautious about certain
basic constraints. These include vulnerabilities of current space suit technology to sharp points and edges
and other risk analyses by NASA safety engineers.
Some proposed investigations would require astronauts, clad in space suits, to rappel and vertically ascend 10 to 165 meters in suspected Martian lava tube
caves, a technique which clearly is beyond levels of
technology of the foreseeable future.
At the 2010 annual meeting of the Geological Society
of America, four members of our vulcanospeleological
team began to discuss physical characteristics of terrestrial pseudokarstic caves in the context of types of
pseudokarstic caves likely to be found on Mars. Coincidentally at this GSA meeting, an international team
centered at the University of Utah proposed Utah’s
ancient Lake Bonneville as an analogue of a Martian
ocean. In 1953 and 1954, a Utah Speleological Survey
team inventoried littoral caves of Lake Bonneville ,
with publication of two technical reports and another
of more general readership. These reports plus recent
advances in the study of littoral caves in the western
USA and in the United Kingdom suggest that analogue
“walk-in” littoral caves of Mars should especially be
sought for astronaut habitation. As for lava tube caves,
reconsideration of sharp-edged basalt rocks characteristically present just outside entrances of terrestrial
examples suggests that orbital photographs of Martian
lava tube trenches should be scanned especially for
cave entrances where such hazards have been blanketed by accumulations of wind-blown materials. Hollow tumuli, piping caves, glacier caves and some types
of crevice caves appear likely to offer safe, effective
shelter but require further investigation. Smalldiameter types of pit craters may be suitable as landing
sites in the distant future. Terrestrial crevice caves in
recent volcanic rocks present such unfriendly environments that no amount of accumulation of windblown material is likely to make them habitable. Intensive study of the Hawaiian analogue to lunar rills
strongly suggests that Martian analogues of rills will
be found to have very limited spelean relevance.
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SURFACE DISSOLUTION MODEL FOR TITAN KARST. M. Malaska1, J. Radebaugh2, K. Mitchell3, R.
Lopes3, S. Wall3, R. Lorenz4, 1SCYNEXIS, Inc., P.O. Box 12878, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709-2878
mike.malaska@scynexis.com, 2Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, 3Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, 4Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, MD.
Introduction: Saturn’s giant moon Titan is a
world where organic chemistry reigns supreme. Its
thick haze layers of photochemical products obscure a
surface containing vast amounts of organic molecules
and polymers [1, 2]. The Cassini mission’s synthetic
aperture RADAR (SAR) instrument has been able to
penetrate the haze and discern a surface heavily dissected with fluvial features. But at Titan’s frigid temperature of 95 K, it is methane-based precipitation
that is the working fluid rather than H2O. Previous
studies have detailed possible karstic lakes [3] and
karst-like valley networks and terrains [4] that may
have resulted from hydrocarbon dissolution of Titan’s
surface materials. As an example, the images in Figure 1 present several different types of valley networks
in the Sikun Labyrinthus region of Titan that appear
to resemble terrestrial karst-like terrains [4]. Our
study estimates the potential for hydrocarbon dissolution and types of materials dissolved based on recent
photochemical production rates.

al., (2008) [6]. The amounts and compositions of the
deposited materials in m height over a 1 Gyr period is
shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Composition (in m) of initial surface deposit after 1 Gyr from
both Krasnopolsky and Lavvas models. Only quantities >0.1 m shown.

Many of these materials are soluble when exposed
to Titan’s hydrocarbon rainfall, which is assumed to
fall in the Graves et al. [7], “big drop” case with a
composition of 77% CH4 / 23% N2 / trace C2H6. This
rainfall will percolate through the deposited surface
materials and eventually dissolve materials using the
solubilities determined by Raulin [8] and Cordier et al.
(for HCN) [9]. A simplified diagram of the putative
organic cycle on Titan is shown in Figure 3.

Fig.1. (A): Polygonal karst-like terrain (near Sikun Labryinthus,
Titan); (B): Fluviokarst-like terrain (Sikun Labryinthus, Titan); (C):
Tower karst-like terrain (near Sikun Labryinthus, Titan); (D):
Polygonal karst, Darai Hills, Papua New Guinea (E): Labyrinth karst,
Gunung Kidul kegelkarst, Java, Indonesia (F): Residual cone karst,
Gunung Kidul kegelkarst, Java, Indonesia. Note difference in scale.

Methods: The basic model assumes that organic
materials created by organic chemistry in Titan’s atmosphere have deposited a uniform layer on the top of
Titan’s surface. To estimate the amount and types of
material emplaced on Titan, two recent literature
models for atmospheric material flux rates were used
in this study: Krasnopolsky (2009) [5] and Lavvas et

Fig. 3. Diagram showing putative organic cycle on Titan. Orange
squares represent insoluble solid atmospheric chemistry products, while
green hexagons represent soluble solid atmospheric chemistry products.

For this first approximation model, the kinetic effects of dissolution, although likely significant at Ti-
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tan’s low temperature of 95 K, are assumed negligible – only saturation equilibrium solubilities are considered. Table 1 lists the estimated equilibrium solubilities of Titan’s surface material components under
Titan conditions [8,9] and compares them to common
terrestrial karst forming materials [10].
Table 1. Solubilities of surface materials of Titan and Earth in
their respective environments

By taking the presumed surface flux rates over a
given period (1 Gyr was used in this study) and the
estimated amount of dissolved material given an assumed hydrocarbon rainfall rate, the amount and types
of materials dissolved and potentially removed in the
surface deposit can be estimated.

Fig. 4. Plot of % deposited material removed by hydrocarbon precipitation vs. hydrocarbon precipitation rates. Surface flux rates of both
the Lavvas model (squares, blue) and the Krasnopolsky model (triangles, red) are considered.

Results: For both atmospheric flux models, the
amount of total solid organic materials removed
through dissolution and transport is graphed against

hydrocarbon precipitation rates. As can be seen from
the plots (Figure 4), both the Krasnopolsky and Lavvas surfaces have significant material dissolved from
them with rainfall rates as small as 0.0001 cm yr-1
(10% and 29% respectively). With rainfall rates at
0.1 cm yr-1, both models achieve “saturation” with the
Lavvas surface almost completely dissolved (98%) and
the Krasnopolsky surface roughly 36% dissolved.
Discussion: During the seven years of observation
of the Cassini mission of Titan, several storm systems
have been observed to occur. Surface darkening was
seen after storms in both polar and equatorial regions
that were ascribed to surface wetting and the possible
formation of temporary playa hydrocarbon lakes, furnishing evidence that hydrocarbon rainfall does reach
the ground and wet the surface [11, 12]. While the
absolute frequency of rainfall events on Titan, and
thus yearly average rainfall is not known, the size of
the channels indicate that when the rains do come,
they can be quite intense, furnishing rates as high as 1
cm hr-1 as estimated from stream morphometry for
bankfull discharge [13]. Lorenz et al. [14] estimated
the average yearly precipitation as 0.5 cm yr-1 based
on available convection energy (0.05 W m-2) – this is
roughly equivalent to average yearly precipitation
amounts in the hyper-arid Atacama Desert in Chile.
Despite this low estimated yearly rainfall on Titan,
examination of Figure 4 shows that this would still
allow the removal of significant amounts of deposited
organic surface materials on Titan. This dissolution
could be uniform or it could result in the formation of
karst-like terrains, such as pitting, sinkholes, or subsurface caves.
References: [1] Lorenz et al., GRL 35 (2008)
L02206. [2] Clark et al., JGR 115 (2010) E10005. [3]
Mitchell et al., LPSC 39 (2008) Abstract 2170. [4]
Malaska et at., LPSC 41 (2010) Abstract 1544. [5]
Krasnopolsy, V.A., Icarus 201 (2009) 226-256. [6]
Lavvas et al., Planetary and Space Sci. 56 (2008) 6799. [7] Graves et al., Planetary and Space Sci. 56
(2008) 346-357. [8] Raulin, F., Adv. Space Res. 7
(1987) 71-81. [9] Cordier et al., Astrophysical J. 707
(2009) L128-L131. [10] Ford, D. and Williams, P.
“Karst Hydrology and Geomorphology”, 2007, Wiley,
Chichester, Great Britain. [11] Turtle et al., GRL 36
(2009) L02204. [12] Turtle et al., Science 331(2011)
1414-1417. [13] Lorenz et al., Planetary and Space
Science 56 (2008) 1132-1144. [14] Lorenz, R.D.
Science 290 (2000) 467-468.
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IN-SITU METEOROLOGY AND ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION OF CAVE ATMOSPHERES IN TEXAS.
E. J. Mitchell1, J. N. Mitchell2, E. L. Patrick3, K. E. Mandt4, K. N. Younkin5, 1St. Mary’s University, School of
Science, Engineering and Technology (One Camino Santa Maria, San Antonio, TX 78228-8569, emitchell1@stmarytx.edu), 2Southwest Research Institute, Applied Physics Division (P.O. Drawer 28510, San Antonio,
TX 78228-0510, joe.mitchell@swri.org), 3Southwest Research Institute, Space Science and Engineering Division
(P.O. Drawer 28510, San Antonio, TX 78228-0510, ed.patrick@swri.org), 4 Southwest Research Institute, Space
Science and Engineering Division (P.O. Drawer 28510, San Antonio, TX 78228-0510, kathleen.mandt@swri.org),
5
Harford Community College, Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics Department (401 Thomas Run
Road, Bel Air, MD 21015, ayky1996@msn.com)

Introduction: The atmospheric environment of
caves can differ significantly from that at the Earth’s
surface and plays an important role in hydrogeology
and the ecosystem of the cave. Although relatively
stable in terms of temperature, the cave atmosphere is
a harsh environment that is often corrosive or even
toxic and can have very high humidity. Many caves
exhibit unusually high concentrations of carbon dioxide (CO2), while others may have gases indicative of
speleogenetic processes, such as hydrogen sulfide
(H2S). By surveying the meteorlogy and composition
of cave atmospheres, we can better understand current
dissolutional processes for a particular cave and the
interaction of the external atmosphere, the cave atmosphere and the cave catchment (aquifer). Speleothem
deposts in caves present a long-term record of past
climatic information but their growth patterns have
been shown to be affected by variations in the cave
microclimate and air constituents [1] [2]. Moreover,
variations in cave microclimates can have a significant
effect on the endemic species [3]. Notably, some evidence suggests that meteorological conditions in affected caves may play a role in transmission and susceptibility of bats to the devastating fungal disease
known as White-Nose Syndrome (WNS) [4] [5].
Caves and karst-like geology have been observed
on other bodies in the solar system including Mars and
Titan. Subsurface environments may provide a potential abode for microbiology, being sheltered from hostile surface conditions, and may also provide a record
of past climatic conditions. Study of these environments on Earth may provide a better understanding of
their characteristics on other planetary bodies and also
a platform for development of instrumentation for future planetary missions. The variations in atmospheric
constituents in caves over time may yield information
about outgassing from microbiological organisms, the
presence and movement of subsurface fluids, and local
mineralogy.
Although there have been limited studies on cave
meteorology and the concentration of particular gases
[6] [7], to the authors’ knowledge there have been no
real-time, in-situ measurements of multiple atmospher-

ic constituents via mass spectrometry nor how they
may vary over time.
Methods and Results: Investigators will relate
their efforts to perform meteorological and composition measurements in Texas cave atmospheres. Mass
spectrometer data will be collected in real-time over
several hours inside several central Texas caves under
both rising (inflow) and falling (outflow) barometric
pressures. Meterological conditions in the cave will be
simultaneously logged for comparison. Preliminary
results of data obtained will be presented.
References: [1] Baldini, J.U.L. et al. (2008), Earth
and Planetary Science Letters, 272, 118-129. [2] Banner, J, L., et al. (2007) Journal of Sedimentary Research, 77, 615-22. [3] Bull, E and Mitchell, R.W.
(1972) International Journal of Speleology 4, 365-393.
[4] Grieneisen, L. et al (2010), 2010 White-nose Syndrome Symposium, Presentation. [5] Boyles, J. G., and
Willis, C. K. R. (2010) Frontiers in Ecology 8:2, 9298. [6] Mitchell, J. N. and E. J. Mitchell. (2009) Proceeding of the 15th International Congress of Speleology, 3, 1613-1619. [7] Troester, J.W. and W.B.
White (1984), Water Resources Research, 20:1, 153156.
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KARST ON TITAN. K. L. Mitchell1, M. Malaska2. 1Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91101, U.S.A. (Karl.L.Mitchell@jpl.nasa.gov). 2SCYNEXIS, Inc., P.O.
Box 12878, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709-2878.
Introduction: The Cassini RADAR instrument has
revealed a multitude of lakes and lake basins on the
surface of Titan, as well as patches of complex “labyrinthian” terrain, both of which are interpreted to be
the result of dissolution and/or collapse processes that
are karst-like in nature. Here we describe the case for
the karstic origin, the chemical context and the broader
consequences of such an interpretation.
Titan’s Arctic Lake District: On July 22nd, 2006,
the T16 fly-by of Titan gave the first clear glimpses of
an active limological systems on an extraterrestrial
world (Stofan et al., 2007). Since then, many additional fly-bys have revealed a North polar terrain covered by 100s of lakes exhibiting a range of morphologies with a non-random distribution, from smaller (a
few km) steep-sided quasi-circular depressions at
higher elevations in the western hemisphere, to larger
seas with rugged shorelines in the eastern. Lake basins
with bright (interpreted as drained or very shallowly
filled) interiors tend towards lower (<~70 degrees)
latitudes and/or higher elevations, hence more arid
environs.
Topographic analyses using stereo (Kirk et al.,
2007), shape-from-shading and SARTopo (Stiles et al.,
2009; Mitchell et al., 2010, 2011) techniques, reveal
that: (1) The main population of rimmed lake depressions are up to 100s of metres from rim to floor, and
commonly km to 10s of km across; (2) Titan lakes and
seas appear not to exist on a simple equipotential surface, but the elevation distribution does appear to be
non-random, following approximately the level of the
surrounding terrain, which is sloped downwards towards the main seas; and (3) Lakes and surrounding
terrain tend to exhibit greater elevation in the western
hemisphere (0-180 W) than in the eastern (180 – 360
W). Higher elevations correlate with small, rimmed
lakes, and lower elevations with more diffuse seas.
Lake Origins: Lake basins may be formed as a result of the excavatory interaction of liquids on the subsurface (limnogenic) or simply by filling pre-existing
depressions (non-limnogenic). On Earth, dense populations of smaller lakes such as we observe on Titan tend
to be karstic (dissolution), thermokarstic (periglacial,
melting) or glacial in origin. Theoretically, volcanic
(e.g. calderas) or impact structures could also be sufficiently plentiful, but we rule these out on the basis of
the strong correlation between surface (RADAR dark)
liquids and lake basins and the almost uniquely high
latitude geographic distribution, in Antarctic as well as
Arctic contexts; A bi-directional causal (limnogenic)

relationship between surface liquids and basins seems
unavoidable without an unusual and convenient geophysical relationship.
Subjectively, we find the thermokarstic lakes of
western Alaska to be strikingly similar photogeologically; numerous circular and sub-circular depressions
of the many-kilometer scale, some of which are nested
in caldera-like fashion. However, despite a similar
geographic context (high northern latitudes), we can
find no justification for the kind of insolation thermal
processes required to produce thermokarstic melting.
Glacial processes are also difficult to justify, due to the
lack of sufficiently voluminous bi-phase materials that
could exhibit behavior like terrestrial polar ice glaciers;
they also lack the elongation one associates with lakes
formed from glacial advance and retreat.
Hence, our preferred interpretation for the small,
steep-sided and quasi-circular lakes is one of a karstic
origin, involving dissolution, collapse and subsurface
flow. The contrast between filled and empty lakes
may be explained by the relative rates of precipitation,
drainage and, if a regional alkanofer exists, infiltration
(Hayes et al., 2008). In this case, local variations in
lake morphologies may be the result of climatic context (mostly a function of latitude and elevation), or the
chemical and structural nature of the underlying terrain. We infer that subsurface flow tends to carry liquids, most likely containing solutes, from higher elevation small lakes to lower elevation seas, which seems
consistent with observed topography and the quite
massive asymmetry between inferred liquid volumes
between western and eastern areas in Titan’s arctic.
Lower Latitude Karst?: The polar lakes are not
the only features interpreted to be indicative of karstic
processes on Titan. Titan’s Antarctic, although less
covered in limnological features, exhibit many of the
same morphologies as the Arctic region. In addition,
some limited areas of heavily dissected terrain known
as “labyrinthic” have been interpreted (Malaska et al.,
2010, 2011) as Polygonal Karst-like (closed polygonal
walled), Fluviokarst-like (dissected plateau) and Tower
Karst-list (remnant ridges terrain). These tend to occur
in local areas of high elevation, at mid-high latitudes,
fairly close to polar lake regions, and may represent
areas of heavy orogenic rainfall and efficient subsurface drainage.
Chemical Considerations: Karstic terrain is fundamentally a result of dissolution geochemistry, which
requires a solute-solvent pair. Much like on Earth, the
bulk crustal material of Titan, water-ice, is insufficient-
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ly soluble in the present liquid alkanes (methane and
ethane) over geologically plausible timescales to result
in heavily karstic terrains. The unsuitability of waterice, therefore, means that other more exotic chemistries
must be considered. On Earth, most karst forms in
regions rich in highly-soluble (up to ~10-3) carbonate
rock, a relatively minor component of the crust, with
liquid water acting as the solvent, which offers sufficiently high dissolution rates over the relatively short
timescales (decades to 100s of thousands of years)
necessary in order to dominate over rates of inevitable
tectonic and biotic change. However, it is worth bearing in mind that surface geology is likely to be more
stable on Titan, due to the context of a lack of apparent
biosphere and plate tectonics, and so karstic features
could evolve at much slower rates. Our preliminary
estimates suggest that solubilities in the range of 10-6
to 10-4, possibly much less, are more than sufficient, on
the basis or arguments to be presented at the meeting.
Although karstic processes were not widely predicted on Titan by theoretical modelers, dissolution as
an erosional process was explored by Lorenz & Lunine
(1996), and should play a critical role in Titan’s hydrocarbon cycle, as atmospheric models (e.g. Wilson &
Atreya, 2009) and observational data suggests that
such exotic chemistries are plausible. These would be
delivered via precipitation (airfall), although surface or
subsurface processing may be involved. Hydrocarbon
production rates (pre-Cassini studies summarized in
Lorenz & Lunine, 1996; Wilson & Atreya, 2009) appear to be sufficient to produce such a massive volume; acetylene production alone could account for a
several 100 m thick global layer in 100s of Ma. However, the chemical make-up of this solid layer is debatable, with the candidates of sufficiently high atmospheric production rates being prone to reacting in the
upper atmosphere to form many other more complex
materials of variable solubility; The reality is probably
a complex smörgåsbord of organics and other materials
(Malaska et al., this volume).
Ironically, it is the presence of Titan’s thick atmosphere, which makes karstic chemistries possible in the
first place, that obscures our ability to detect suitable
surface materials present on the surface. Despite some
limited apparent success in detection of candidate solutes (e.g. benzene, by Clark et al., 2010), it seems
unlikely whether VIMS spectroscopic data of Titan’s
polar regions will be sufficient to give an unambiguous
identification of most relevant surface materials, and
so the chemical parameters necessary to constrain
models to test this hypothesis are elusive, and we must
infer what is possible based on theoretical models and
indirect data, which itself is highly limited in resolu-
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tion (>~300 m/pixel poor signal-to-noise Synthetic
Aperture RADAR images).
Discussion: Many other karstic features are likely
to be present on Titan, detectable only at resolutions
finer than currently available, which will only be discovered by future missions. Assuming that our interpretations are correct, the presence of caves and other
subsurface voids seem inevitable; In fact, Titan’s low
gravity and presumably less tectonically-active environment should allow for greater stable than those on
Earth and hence potentially more massive scale.
Although dissolution chemistry is totally necessary
for subsurface flow over large scales, it does help to
expand and even create hydraulic pathways, and may
consequentially enhance flow rates, facilitating horizontal redistribution of liquids over regional-to-global
scales. We speculate that subsurface flow has the potential to play an important role in Titan’s hydrological
cycle, and in forming surfacial geological features.
Such conjecture may provide an explanation for some
observations at sub-polar latitudes (Mitchell et al.,
2009), including an apparent enrichment of hydrologyrelated features in topographic lows, such as Ganesa
Macula, and lake basin-like morphologies at the lowlatitude Tui Regio.
Future studies will focus on testing models of subsurface flow and characterizing the relevant physical
and chemical properties of candidate materials.
References: [1] E.R. Stofan et al. (2007) Nature
445, 61-64. [2] Kirk R.L. et al. (2007) LPX XXXVIII,
Abstract #1427. [3] Stiles B. W. et al. (2009) Icarus,
202, 584-598. [4] Mitchell K.L. et al. (2010) LPS
XLI, Abstract #2740. [5] Mitchell K.L. et al. (2011)
LPS XLII, Abstract #2677. [6] Hayes A. et al. (2008)
GRL 35, 9204. [7] Malaska M. et al. (2010) LPS XLI,
Abstract #1544. [8] Malaska M. et al. (2011) LPX
XLII, Abstract #1567. [9] Lorenz R.D. & Lunine J.I.
(1996) Icarus 122, 79. [10] Wilson E.H. and Atreya
S.K. (2006) JGR 109, E06002. [11] Malaska M. et al.
(this volume). [12] Clark R.N. et al., JGR 115 (2010)
E10005. [13] Mitchell K.L. et al. (2009) LPS XL, Abstract #1966.
Additional Information: This work was carried
out at the California Institute of Technology Jet Propulsion Laboratory under contract from NASA.
KLM acknowledges the support of the Cassini
RADAR Team, the Cassini Data Analysis Program
and the Outer Planets Research Program.
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PLANETARY SIGNIFICANCE OF FORMED AND BROKEN LIEMSTONES BY IMPACT CYCLES.
Yasunori Miura, Yamaguchi University, Chuou 4-1-23, Yamaguchi753-0074, Japan ( dfb30@yamaguchi-u.ac.jp;
moonyas@hotmail.com)
Introduction: Limestone carbonates with elements
of carbon and oxygen are considered to be remnants of
cyclic changes of solidified rocks on pl anetary bodies
(especially on the Earth and M ars) [1-3]. The m ain
purpose of this paper is to elucidate the formation and
breaking of l imestone carbonates rocks on planetary
bodies with local and gl obal fluid phases to explain
astrobiology, climate changes, and planetary exploration from carbon-bearing phases.
Previous model of climate, volcano with carbon:
Although previous model of cl imate warming with
exceeding carbon dioxides (CO 2) is mainly produced
by volcanic activity with plate-movement, but volcanic
places are localized on the Earth. Global sedimentation
of limestone carbonates should be di scussed by main
sources of carbon with dynamic cycle (with impact
shock) which can be applied to other planetary bodies
(cf. Table 1).
Cave formation in limestone blocks: As carbonbearing limestone is one of breaki ng process of l imestone sediments, then limestone is used to be weathered
by forming caves on “short period” of a few hundred
thousand years [4, 5] . In t his sense, form ation and
breaking of l imestone carbonates are significant to
apply on other planetary bodies with fluid phases.
Main carbon dioxides sources on water-Earth:
Although main sources of CO2 gas on dynamic waterEarth in long history (as “gas st ate transportation”
without life activity) are consi dered to be volcanic
activity induced by plate-movements, but few limestone sediments and carbon chemical sources with three
state-changes VLS (Vapor-Liquid-Solid) are consi dered in details [1]. Global model of carbon-bearing
change should be considered to be applied from waterEarth to planetary exploration in future (cf. Table 1).
In fact, rapid increase and decrease of CO2 gas in the
old terrestrial air have been obt ained so far; for examples, at the Appalachian limestone (U.S.A.) formation
of the Cambrian-Ordovician geological boundary
(ca.500Ma) on water-planet Earth. This indicates that
CO2 gas i s considered to be produced on sea-water
impacts on limestone layers, and decreased CO 2 gas
after impacts to form limestone by water reaction.
Main oxygen sources on water-Earth: Although
main sources of oxygen (O2) gas on dynamic Earth are
considered to be life activity of photosynthesis on surface of water-planet Earth, but few oxidized rocks and
oxygen chemical sources with three
state-changes
(VLS) are considered due to “m ain gas state transportation”. Global model of oxy gen-bearing production

should be considered from the water-Earth to planetary
exploration (cf. Table 1). In fact, rapid increase and
decrease of O 2 gas in air of the Earth have been obtained at the Carboniferous-Permian geological boundary (ca.300Ma); for exam ple, at the Carlsbad and
Arizona (U.S.A.), and Akiyoshi (Yamaguchi, Japan)
lime formation on the water-Earth [4, 5]. This indicates that O 2 gas production is originated on any oxygen-bearing rocks, and decreased O 2 gas after im pacts
are formed as oxygen-bearing rocks.
Table 1. M ain cyclic sources of C O2 and O 2 gases.
1) Carbon dioxides (CO2) as state-changes VLS:
Sea-water impact reaction to form and break
carbon-bearing the limestone- carbonates.
2) Oxygen (O2) as three state-changes VLS:
Surface impacts to form and break O2-rich rocks.
Carbonates formation on the Earth and Mars:
Wide layered limestones can be form ed at water-rich
planet (Earth) due to global multiple state-changes
(including impacts). On t he other hand, l ocal carbonates can be formed at any planetary bodies (Mars
etc.) due to localized state-changes VLS. In this sense,
cave formations are considered to be 1) weathering
process near the surface (Earth etc.), or 2) relict of
three state-change VLS in any localized places (Mars
etc.) [4, 5].
Astrobiological exploration by carbonates: Carbon-bearing cy clic processes can be found at four
cases of l imestone with and without nitrogen, carbonates with any cations, and carbon graphite/diamonds.
Strong astrobiological evidences can be obtained with
data of limestone with nitrogen [2].
Summary: The present results are summarized as
follows: 1) Impact cycles on CO 2 and O 2 gases can be
applied at formation and breaking of limestone carbonates and oxidized rocks in long Earth history and other planetary bodies. 2) C ave formation is one st ep of
CO2-bearing state VLS changes. 3) Strong astrobiological evidences can be discussed from limestone
with nitrogen.
References: [1] Miura Y. et al.(1999):J. Materials
Processing Technology (Elsevier), 85, 192-193. [2]
Miura Y. (2007): Workshop on Early Mars, Abstract
#3035.[3] Miura Y. (1997): Astrono. Soc. of the Pacific (ASP) Conf. Series, 63, 259-264. [4] Miura Y.
(1986): Bull. Akiyoshi-dai Museum of Natural History
(Yamaguchi), 22, 1-22. [5] Miura Y. (1985): ESR Dating and Dosimetry (Ionics, Tokyo), 1, 499-507.
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TERRESTRIAL ANALOG OF BURIED AND BROKEN OLD KARST LIMESTONE BRECCIAS WITH
MANY CAVES TO THE MOON AND MARS. Yasunori Miura, Yamaguchi University, Chuou 4-1-23, Yamaguchi753-0074, Japan (dfb30@yamaguchi-u.ac.jp; moonyas@hotmail.com)
Introduction: Detailed analyses of terrestrial analog of limestone blocks with buried and broken caves
are inevitable for next planetary exploration. The main
purpose of t his paper i s to elucidate terrestrial analog
of buried and broken ol d Karst limestone blocks with
caves to apply the Moon and Mars etc. [1-4].
Akiyoshi limestone blocks as terrestrial analog:
The Akiyoshido (cave) and Aki yoshidai (plateau) are
located at Mine-City, Yam aguchi Prefecture, western
Honshu (main) Island in Japan (Fi g.1a). Age of
Akiyoshi limestone is 350Ma to 250Ma in Paleozoic
period. The si ze is about 130 km 2 (13,000ha) on plateau at altitude of 200m to 400m. Among 450 limestone caves, main Akiyoshido Cave is huge as 420,000
m3, long as 10km length, and t ook 300,000 y ears to
form recently (Fig.1b). Kars t tableland of Akiyoshi
district is a landscape topography formed by the dissolving of carbonat e limestone or m arble by water,
when surface or ground water becom es weakly acidic
and reacts chemically with atmospheric or soil carbon
dioxide. The Aki yoshi Karst is found as caves, sinkholes (dolines), vertical shafts, disappearing stream s,
and springs, to complex underground water system.
Reservoir of carbon as circulation system: Calcium carbonates (calcite or limestone) are main reservoirs of carbon in the water planet of the Earth. Total
carbon content in global circulation system is
50,000GtC (Gt= 109t). Almost all carbon (i.e. 94% of
carbon) can be found i n sea wat er, which suggests
main circulation system of CO2 including formation of
limestone. Carbon content of atmosphere and land life
is ca.750GtC and 2,200GtC, respectively. Rapid (short
range) cyclic carbon t hrough life organic compounds
is only 61GtC. Carbon content of Aki yoshi district
showing “Karren (a flock of sheep by impact breccias)” (Fig.1c) is estimated from limestone as 42GtC.
New geological results of the Akiyoshi Plateau:
The Akiyoshi limestones which have m any fossils of
Carboniferous to Permian Periods, were creat ed in
southern Equator about 350 million years ago (Fig.1d).
As stopping sedimentation of Pal eozoic limestone in
shallow sea water, o riginal Akiyoshi limestones were
strongly broken to survive under crust ground (wi th
old China blocks) by strong catastrophic event at Permian end (m aybe 250 m illion years ago) , where almost all sea living species (97%) were disappeared as
large mass extinction. After tran sporting to northern
part of Asia with two China continents blocks (more
than 5,000km), western part of Honshu island of Japan
was separated from big China continent where the

Akiyoshi limestone blocks are isolated to form the Sea
of Japan by Takamatsu impact event about 15 m illion
years ago. Strong shock wave energy to form Japanese
islands (mainly western part) makes transportation of
buried Akiyoshi limestone blocks with deeper C retaceous granite up to the surf ace to form caves by weathering. The Akiyoshi limestone rocks are remnants of
stopped carbon cy cle at the Permian end, and started
again carbon cycle later and followed water process.
Planetary significance of the Akiyoshi breccias:
From planetary exploration, the Akiyoshi limestone
breccias are significant as fo llows: 1) Original coral
reef limestones are st opped and buri ed by impacts on
sea-water to transport and lifted to the surface by im pact to be weathered. These type breccias will be
found with caves on fluid-bearing planetary bodies.
2) Wide limestone blocks in U.S.A. (C arlsbad and
Mammoth) formed regularly under sea-wat er, have
few irregular feature which is found on water Earth.
Geological Map of Western part of Japan

Oume

(b) Akiyoshi limestone blocks (crater)

(a) Akiyoshi geological site
Permian limestone breccias
Taishakukyo Atetsudai

Akiyoshidai,-do
(Yamaguchi)
Granite

Plate movements
Hiraodai

MTL

(Map: Geol. Survey of Japan, 1997)

(c) Akiyoshi limestone breccias (Karren)

(d) Akiyoshi original site (before moving)

Original site of
Akiyoshi limestone
blocks on shallow
coral reefs
(350miilion years ago)
(350 million years ago)

(cf. Univ. Chicago)

Fig.1. (a) Geological site of t he Akiyoshi blocks. (b)
The Akiyoshi limestone block remained as crater-like
feature. (c) Wide Akiyoshi breccias Karren. (d) Original site of the Akiyoshi coral reefs near the Equator.
Summary: The results are summarized as follows:
1) Old limestones are stopped and buried by impacts to
transport and lifted to the surface by im pact to form
caves, which will be found with caves on other planetary bodies if fluid phases are exi sted. 2) W ide and
regular limestone blocks formed regularly under seawater, are found on water-rich planet Earth.
References: [1] Kaiho Y. et al. Geology, 29, 815818. [2] Miura Y. et al. (2004): LPI Contrib., 1197,
#2150. [3] Miura Y. (2003): J.Yamaguchi Earth Sci.,
50, 13-18. [4] Miura Y. (2006): Akiyoshi Cave Plateau Field Guide (English), 1-16 (ICEM2006).
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Exploration of lava tubes in the Teide National Park, a martian analog. A. D. Morse1, A. Lainez2 and K.T.
Howard3, 1Planetary and Space Sciences Research Institute, The Open University, Walton Hall, Milton Keynes,
MK7 6AA UK (a.d.morse@open.ac.uk), 2Department of Mineralogy, The Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road,
London, SW7 5BD, UK, 3Cueva del Viento Centro Visitantes, Icod de los Vinos, Tenerife, Spain.

Introduction: Lava tubes and volcanic caves are a
potential habitat for Martian life and a target for astrobiological studies[1]. Evidence for the existence of
Martian caves such as long lava channels and lines of
pits have been identified from orbiting space craft [2]
and epithermal neutron maps indicate the presence of
water a few metres below the surface [3] which would
be accessible to cave life. Inside the caves, any life
will have access to water and would be sheltered from
the harsh surface conditions of UV radiation and low
humidity as well as from the prevailing weather conditions.
The caves in the Teide national park of Tenerife are
an ideal terrestrial analogue of Martian caves. They
are situated at an altitude of 2500 m in an area of low
humidity. Additionally, contamination is reduced as
access to the area is limited for conservation reasons.
In June 2010, permission was granted by the Parque
Nacional del Teide for rock samples to be collected
from two caves, Cuevas Negras and Sima de Vicky and
the surrounding areas. The aim of this work was to
conduct a preliminary study to characterise the microbial (Bacteria and Archaea) communities that live in
volcanic caves and draw parallels with the type of life
that may exist on Mars.
Cuevas Negras: Cuevas Negras are a series of 6
short horizontal lava tubes close to the surface, typical
of volcanic caves. Of particular interest is that one of
these caves has a natural rock arch similar to distinctive
Martian volcanic features observed from space (see
figures in [1] and [2]). This type of cave would be
more accessible by robotic (and human) explorers and
could provide a habitat for early colonists. One of the
caves which faced westwards had ferns growing inside,
evidence that the cave environment provides a shelter
from the harsh dry surface conditions.
Sima de Vicky: Located on Montaña Rajada, Sima
de Vicky is a predominately vertical system, 71 m
deep, formed by fractures in the rock as magma has
risen and caused the overlying rock to dome [4], [5].
This type of volcanic cave allows access to depths
greater than that readily achievable by robotic drilling.
Whilst visiting this cave at a depth of -35m to -50m
it was noticed that the walls were covered with a delicate white formation on the walls with a solid “icing”
on the floor (figure1). The presence of this delicate
white formation indicated that the cave had been rarely
visited. Below -50m the air became distinctly cooler

and the walls were damp. The bottom of the cave was
filled with boulders blocking any further progress, although the cold damp draught indicated that the cave
was probably a lot deeper.

Figure 1. White formation in Sima de Vicky. Field of
view~30cm.
Study Progress: Two of the samples from Cuevas
Negras were crushed and viewed by optical microscopy to confirm the presence of bacteria. DNA was
extracted from these two samples using PowerMax Soil
DNA Isolation kit using a technique specifically developed for volcanic rocks[6]. The concentration of DNA
was determined by spectrophotometry to verify that the
DNA can be extracted from these particular volcanic
rocks using this technique. Further work would require
sending the DNA for genetic sequencing of the Bacteria and Archaea probably by 545 pyrosequencing.
The white formation growing on the walls of Sima
de Vicky is very unusual and its presence was unexpected. Optical microscopy showed a very low concentration of bacteria; however, the sample that was
collected was of the more crystalline material lying on
the floor rather than the delicate powdery material on
the cave walls, so it is possible that it could have a bacterial origin. A sample has been sent for lipid extraction which will provide further information. A Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image showed an
unusual texture (figure 2), a smooth surface with holes
surrounded by a polygon structure. The SEM analysis
indicated that the only elements detected were sodium
and oxygen. Analysis by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) at
the British Museum (Natural History) has identified it
as thermonitrite (Na2CO3.H2O), which is often formed
as an evaporate deposit.
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analysis of the white mineral. Cavers of Grupo de
Espeleología de Tenerife Benisahare for providing
information about the caves.

Figure 2. An SEM image of the white mineral, field of
view ~500µm.
An understanding on the formation of the white
mineral could provide further information about the
caves of Montaña Rajada. The circulation of cold
moist air indicates that the cave system is much deeper
and probably connected to many of the other caves in
the area. Further insights could be gained by a detailed
survey of the caves. Connections between caves, too
small for speleologists could be mapped by monitoring
the air circulation e.g. temperature, humidity and carbon dioxide concentration. Thus providing remote
access to even greater depths.
References: [1] Levéillé R.J. and Datta S. (2010)
Planetary and Space Science 58, pp592-598. [2]
Keszthelyi L., et al. (2008) J. Geophys. Res., 113,
Issue E4, CiteID E04005. [3] Feldman W.C., et al.
(2004) J. Geophys. Res., 109, E09006. [4] Lainez A.
and Rigo F.P. (1990) V Congreso Español de Espeleología (Santander) pp93-94. [5] Lainez A. and Rigo
F.P. (1990) V Congreso Español de Espeleología
(Santander) pp101-105. [6] Herrera A. and Cockell
C.S. (2007) J. of Microbiological Methods 70, pp1-12.
Acknowledgements: I would like to acknowledge
the help, support and enthusiasm of many people and
organisations during this project. Permission to visit
the caves was granted by the Parque Nacional del
Teide. Logistical support to visit the caves and collect
samples was provided by Les Williams, Ian Timney
and John Thomas of the Wessex Cave Club. Charles
Cockell and Laura Kelley of the microbiology laboratory at the Open University provided materials for the
sample collection, storage and preliminary analysis as
well as their expertise in microbiology. SEM analysis
was done by Diane Johnson at the Planetary and Space
Sciences Research Institute (PSSRI). Alison Blyth
(PSSRI) for arranging for the lipid extraction and
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Lava Cave Microbial Mat and Secondary Mineral Deposit Communities:
Implications for Life Detection on Other Planets
D.E. Northup1, M.N. Spilde2, J.J.M. Hathaway1, M.G. Garcia1, M. Moya1, F.D.
Stone3, P.J. Boston4,5, M.L.N.E. Dapkevicius6, C. Riquelme6
1

Biology Department, MSC03 2020, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
NM 87131 USA (+1-505-277-5232 (v); +1-505-277-6318 (fax), dnorthup@unm.edu); 2
Institute of Meteoritics, University of New Mexico; 3University of Hawaii at Hilo;
Bishop Museum; 4Earth and Environmental Sciences, New Mexico Institute of Mining
and Technology; 5National Cave and Karst Research Institute; 6CITA-A, Departamento
de Ciências Agrárias, Universidade dos Açores
Lava caves represent an untapped microbial habitat with a wealth of microbial
mats that vary in color from yellow, white, pink,
tan, orange, or gold. These communities have
received very little attention in the published
literature and only recently have studies employed
culture-independent techniques to study
community makeup. In addition to these very
biological-appearing deposits, there are many
secondary mineral deposits that do not appear to
be purely mineral in appearance, which have
received even less attention. Calcium carbonate
deposits and a soft ooze-like coating were found in several locations. Of special interest
was an amorphous blue-green, coppersilicate deposit (Hawai‘i), which contains
reticulated filament and fuzzy structure
morphologies. Iron-oxide formations and
pink iron-oxide hexagon structure on
basaltic glass were found in lava caves in
the Azores, but not in the other two
locations. In both New Mexico and
Hawai‘i, we sampled gold-colored deposits
that form veins or chunky deposits on the
walls of lava caves and which may
represent a harden form of the soft oozes
found in other lava caves. We used molecular to analyze the bacterial composition of
these communities. Molecular analyses revealed a community that contains fourteen
phyla of bacteria across microbial mats and secondary minerals in three locations: the
Azores, New Mexico, and Hawai‘i. A great deal of overlap was seen at the phylum level
in the microbial mat communities, but substantial differences exist at the OTU level
among communities. Hawaiian and Azorean communities were significantly different in
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terms of selected elements in the host rock on which microbial mats reside and in
geographical location.
Bacterial
communities in New
Mexico varied
across different colors
and by age of
the lava flows in which
the host lava
caves were located.
Similarities
exist between bacterial
phyla found in
microbial mats and
secondary
minerals, but marked
differences also
occur, such as the lack
of
Actinobacteria in twothirds of the
secondary mineral
deposits.
Scanning electron
microscopy
(SEM) of these mats and
deposits show
commonalities among
the different
geographical sites and
some unique
morphologies. SEM
also reveals the
presence of a variety of putative biological morphologies among the secondary mineral
deposits.
The discovery that secondary mineral deposits are quite biological in nature is
critical to our understanding of what habitats are promising for the detection of life on
extraterrestrial bodies, such as Mars, which are known to contain lava caves.
Lava cave photos by Kenneth Ingham.
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The interplay between air temperature and ice mass balance changes in Scărișoara Ice Cave, Romania.
B. P. Onac1,2 and A. Perşoiu3, 1Department of Geology, University of South Florida, 4202 E. Fowler Ave., SCA 528,
Tampa, FL 33620, USA (bonac@usf.edu); 2“Emil Racoviţă” Institute of Speleology, Clinicilor 5, 400006, Cluj Napoca,
Romania; 3Department of Geography, University of Suceava, Universităţii 13, 720229, Suceava, Romania.

Introduction: Caves are natural traps for sediments (clastic sediments, guano, etc.), unique life environments, and valuable repositories (e.g., speleothems)
for various forms of paleoclimatic and paleoenvironmental information since their deposits are protected
from destructive processes acting on the surface. Recently, it was shown that perennial ice accumulations
in caves could also host a wide range of paleo-proxies
[1], [2], of which the most important one is the stable
isotopic composition of water (i.e., ice).
The aim of this study is to present and explain the
interplay between air temperature (both external and
cave) and ice dynamics in Scărişoara Ice Cave (Romania) and its role in the genesis, accumulation, and
preservation of the perennial ice block within it.
Study site: Scărişoara Ice Cave (700 m long, 105 m
deep) is situated in the Apuseni Mountains (Fig. 1), at
1165 m above sea level; its entrance opens on the western
wall of a circular shaft, 60 m in diameter and 47 m deep,
the bottom of which is covered by perennial snow. Ice in
the cave originated from freezing seepage water that accumulated to form one of the largest (>100.000 m3) and
oldest (>3000 years) underground glaciers in the world.

Fig. 1. Location map (the position of the cave is shown
by the yellow star), plan view, and cross- section of
Scărişoara Ice Cave, Romania (modified from [3]). On
the cross-section, the three climatic zones of the cave
are shown: G – glacial, P – periglacial, W – warm.
Methods: External air temperature (Tair) and precipitation amount were recorded on an hourly basis
near the cave’s entrance, between 1 October 2007 and
30 December 2009, using a HOBO Weather Station,
with a measurement accuracy of ±0.2°C, 0.02°C resolution, and drifts less than 0.1°C/year. Rainfall amount
has been recorded only when T was above 0°C, with a
0.1 mm resolution.
Cave air temperature was recorded on an hourly
basis (over the same period as for the outside meteorological parameters), with Gemini TinyTag Plus data-

loggers (0.5°C accuracy and 0.01°C resolution at 0°C),
in three locations inside the cave (Fig. 1): the Great
Hall (GH, ~10 m from the entrance shaft), the Great
Reservation (GR, ~210 m from the entrance) and The
Church (TC, ~120 m from the entrance). The locations
have been chosen to reflect the thermal differences
existing between the different parts of the cave: the GH
is under the direct influence of external meteorological
variations, while TC and GR are situated further away
from it. Perennial ice is present in the GH and TC (the
ice block itself and ice stalagmites and domes), whereas in the GR, the ice has a semi-perennial occurrence,
in the form of ice stalagmites and ice crusts. In the
inner sectors of the cave the air temperature is constant
at +4.2°C [4].
Ice mass balance measurements were carried out on
a monthly basis in the GH, by measuring the distance
between the ice surface and the overhanging rock wall
with a precision of 0.5 cm. In addition, observation on
the ice melting and genesis processes were taken approximately every month.
Results and Discussions: Figure 2 shows the full
record of air temperature changes in Scărişoara Ice
Cave compared to the external ones. Three features of
the temperature curves are noticeable: 1) in phase
changes of air temperature in the cave and at the surface, as long as the later are below 0°C; 2) constant
(~0°C) values of air temperature inside the cave when
the external ones are above 0°C; and 3) decreasing
amplitude of air temperature with increasing distance
from the entrance.

Fig. 2. Time series of daily air temperature in
Scărişoara Ice Cave (C – cooling phase, W – winter
phase, S – summer phase).
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The maximum air temperatures in the GH and TC
never exceed 0.1°C, whereas in the GR they reach
0.5°C. The minimum air temperatures follow a similar
pattern, decreasing from -22.5°C outside the cave to 13.8 in the GH, -8.1°C in TC, and -3.6°in the GR.
Thus, the amplitude variations inside the cave are given by the magnitude of air temperature drops below
0°C. In the inner, non-glaciated parts of the cave, the
air temperature amplitude is ~0.5°C.
Geothermal heat and external climate are the main
drivers of the cave’s air temperature, but the ice forming and ablation processes modulate its spatial and
temporal characteristics. During the winter season,
cold air inflow leads to the overcooling of the cave
atmosphere, walls, and ice formation, whereas in
summer time, melting of ice acts as strong thermal
sink, keeping the air temperature at 0°C. In autumn and
winter, dynamic cooling of the cave atmosphere leads
to ice build-up, whereas in summer, the causality is
overturned, the cave air temperature being controlled
by the melting ice. The existence of a net heat sink in
the cave (melting ice in summer in this case), leads to
the overcooling of the non-glaciated parts of the cave
as well, a phenomenon that can hamper paleoclimatic
reconstructions based on stable isotope studies in speleothems.
Extraterrestrial caves on other planets (e.g., lava
tubes on Moon, Mars, etc.) may also host ice or other
cave deposits. Understanding all aspects related to
Earth’s ice accumulation and preservation in caves
(even when developing under deserts), their particular
microclimate conditions and setting could ultimately
have a paramount importance in deciphering the history of celestial bodies. Investigating minerals, microorganisms, or other materials trapped within ice in caves
could give valuable clues in the formation of these
galactic bodies.
References: [1] Citterio M. et al. (2004) Theor.
Appl. Karstol., 17, 27-44. [2] Holmlund P. et al. (2005)
Geogr. Ann., A87, 193-201. [3] Racoviţă G. (1994) Trav.
Inst. Spéol. “E. Racovitza”, XXXIII, 107-158. [4] Rusu T.
et al. (1970) Ann. Spéléol., 25, 383-408.
Acknowledgements: This study is based on work
supported by a Cave Conservancy Foundation fellowship to AP and a NSF grant (AGS-0823253) to BPO.
The Apuseni Natural Park Administration is thanked
for granting approval for fieldwork and cave monitoring over the period of this study. Paşca Nicodim kindly
agreed to maintain functional the HOBO Weather Station and help with ice level measurements.
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ICE CAVES ON EARTH – ANALOGUES FOR (SUB) SURFACE CONDITIONS ON MARS. Aurel
Peroiu1, B. P. Onac2, 3, 4, J. G. Wynn2, K. ák5 1Department of Geography, University of Suceava, Universit ii 13,
Suceava, 720229, Romania, aurel.persoiu@gmail.com, 2Department of Geology, University of South Florida, 4202
E Fowler Ave. SCA 528, Tampa, 33620, US; 3Department of Ge ology, “Babe Bolyai” University, Cluj Napoca,
Romania; 4 “Emil Racovi ” Institute of S peleology, Cluj Napoca, Romania; 5 Institute of Ge ology, Academy of
Sciences of the Czech Republic, Rozvojová 269, 165 02 Praha 6, Czech Republic.
The exploration of Mars by manned expeditions is
likely to happen within the next few decades, with
some of the most important tasks being the search for
water and life. The most likely candidate to host these
two is the Martian underground, including caves. Some
recent studies have shown that caves could exists on
Mars [1], with some of them theoretically being able to
host water in its solid state, i.e., ice [2]. These ice
caves could be the hotspots of the quest for water and
life, as they provide a unique combination of fa ctors
favorable for t he genesis, accumulation and preservation of water, sediments, and life forms/remains.
In this paper, we explore some of the possibilities
offered by the study of terrestrial ice caves for the future understanding of various past and present Martian
processes. The results are based on e xtensive and intensive study of t hree ice caves situated in Romania
(central Europe): Sc rioara Ice Cave, Focul Viu Ice
Cave and Bor ig Ice Cave. In all these caves, ice has
formed by t he freezing of wa ter in successive annual
layers, trapping within the ice matrix calcite, surfacederived organic and inorganic matter, air bubbles etc.
Climate monitoring, stable isotopes in water, ice and
calcite, ice stratigraphy and morphology and pollen
analysis have been used to develop possible scenarios
and analogues for the Martian environment.
Air temperature data shows that a complex interplay exists between the surface and cave climates, periods of c omplete shutdown of t he connections between them alternating with periods of almost identical
behavior. These complications are registered by the
stable isotope composition of the ice [3], which acts as
a proxy for bot h air temperature and conditions prevailing during freezing. We present here a method to
extract the climatic signal from ice formed by the
freezing of water, as well as a method to decipher between ice formed by the freezing of water with a freesurface (e.g., water pools, dripping water etc), freezing
of entrapped water and snow diagenesis.
Stable isotopes in cryogenic calcite [4] allowed us
to show the presence of li quid water and associated
freezing conditions, even in spots where both water
and ice are missing today.
Stratigraphic and isotopic analyses have shown that
it is possible to reconstruct past cyclic behavior, evidencing seasonal cycles, both on annual and centennial

scales; while the analysis of va rious sediments entrapped in the ice have allowed us to reconstruct past
changes in vegetations, pathways of atmospheric
transport, intensity of surface extreme climatic events
etc.
The results of these studies could be used to devise
possible approaches for the study of the Martian environment, including air temperature, wind directions,
existence of s easons and/or cyclic climatic changes,
presence of water in the past (where it lacks presently),
and, maybe most important, show that life might have
existed or still exists, preserved in ice.
References: [1] Baioni D. et al. (2009) Acta carsologica, 38, 9-18. [2] Williams K. E. et al. (2010) Icarus, 209, 358-368. [3] Peroiu A. et al. (2011) JGR,
116, D02111. [4] ák K. et al. (2008) Quat. Int., 187,
84-96.
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MISSION DESIGN FOR COMBINED LANDER-ROVER MODELING OF A SKYLIGHT Kevin M. Peterson,
H.L. Jones, W.L. Whittaker, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA; kp@cs.cmu.edu
Introduction: Combined lander-rover modeling is
the transformational means for developing high resolution, color, three-dimensional representations of planetary features such as cave entrances and skylights.
Lander-rover modeling combines registered overflight
imagery with rover-based surface imaging techniques to
build highly accurate co-registered models. The models
produced by this approach exhibit high resolution from
surface modeling, and high accuracy resulting from coregistration of surface and overflight models. Such
models require specialized trajectories designed to provide high precision relative to the selected feature while
supporting the requirements for safe landing.
The architecture detailed here combines lander flyover
with extended investigation by robotic rover. Real-time
data from cameras and LIDAR are combined with existing satellite imagery to navigate precisely to a selected
landing zone, identify a safe landing location, and maneuver past hazards to safely touch down. While flyover provides birds-eye views of the feature, landing
views are limited by fuel constraints. The rover provides low-angle, detailed views of specific areas of high
interest detected from above. Rover and lander data are
combined in post-processing to determine landing location to within 5m accuracy and to reconstruct the actual
landing trajectory and feature models with 10cm precision. A specific case study of a Lunar skylight known
as the Marius Hills Hole[1, 2] is detailed.
Targeting Skylights: Skylights are excellent candidates for the next generation of planetary missions.
These accesses to lava tubes and expansive caves exist
on planetary bodies throughout the solar system. Caves
and lava tubes are safe havens that will protect astronauts from extreme temperatures, micrometeorite impacts, and radiation. Subsurface caverns also preserve
unique geologic environments. However, skylight missions present challenges well beyond those of conventional missions.
Landing zones near skylights are typically hazardous
precluding standard blind landing techniques. The tunnels themselves are too dangerously unknown to initiate exploration with humans. Rather, robotic landers
will precisely land near these sites and deploy roving
explorers to map and characterize these destinations for
future human missions. Communication delay during
landing, and complete communication blackout during
underground operation demand unprecedented levels of
autonomy above and below the surface. Development
of highly accurate models requires new techniques for
data fusion and localization.

Figure 1: Trajectory for combining flyover and surface modeling of a skylight. Top: landing trajectory (green) with
LIDAR views (red) of the skylight. Bottom: rover path
(blue) overlaid on lander trajectory (green) as the rover circles
around the skylight.

One approach to building highly accurate surface
models is to fuse flyover data with surface data. In contrast to state of practice landing dispersions (1-2 km,
Lunar), new terrain relative navigation techniques can
achieve localization accuracies better than 50 meters
during landing[3]. This accuracy enables overflight of
the skylight. A rover traversing the skylight area can
then register to descent imagery to develop highly accurate models.
Mission Architecuture: The Marius Hills Hole was
selected for detailed analysis of this mission concept.
This skylight is located in the Lunar Marius Hills region
and is approximately 65 m in diameter[2].
The mission architecture consists of a lander that flies
over the hole and a rover that egresses and returns to
circle the hole. The lander also has 100kg of additional payload capacity that could be used for a robot
that would descend into the hole.
Flyover Modeling: The lander has a camera and
a 3◦ field of view flash LIDAR. A flash LIDAR is a
sensor that uses laser light to capture a 3D image. For
the sensor used in this analysis, the LIDAR image is
128x128 pixels. Both the camera and the LIDAR are
mounted on a gimbal which enables scanning of wide
areas of terrain.
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Lander descent consists of four sub-phases: braking,
pitch-up, approach, and terminal descent. Braking removes a majority of orbital velocity. A pitch-up maneuver at about 500m from the landing point provides
a smooth transition in acceleration and vehicle attitude
from the high-thrust braking to the constant-velocity approach with a 25◦ glide slope. Flyover surface modeling
occurs during approach. Modeling pursues two objectives: feature modeling and hazard detection.
At 350m slant range, the lander uses LIDAR to map
a 50m square area around the desired landing site for
hazards. At this range, each LIDAR pixel will cover approximately 20cm on the ground, with the full LIDAR
footprint covering 25.6m. Overlapping LIDAR images
to improve resolution, 30 images are needed to cover
the landing zone. The gimbal takes about 2 seconds to
complete this scan. After the scan is completed, landing
targets free of hazards are identified, an optimal target is
selected, and a new trajectory is planned autonomously.
The lander then transitions to feature modeling as it
flies over the Marius Hills Hole. The navigation and
control precision during approach ensures that the lander will be within 35m of its intended trajectory. Thus,
if the target trajectory passes over the center of the hole
and the hole diameter is assumed to be 65m, the lander
will pass no more than 2.5m from the edge of the hole,
enabling it to easily scan the hole floor with gimbaled
LIDAR and camera. A 13 second flight over the hole
while capturing LIDAR images at 20 Hz results in 260
images over the hole. These images have a resolution
of about 10cm/pixel. Camera images will also be taken
with a resolution of about 5 cm/pixel.
At 180m slant range, after having passed over the
hole, the lander transitions to hazard detection. The
landing zone is scanned again, centering on previously
identified safe landing targets, and the lander re-plans
if necessary. At 180m slant range, each pixel will
cover approximately 8.8cm, and the full LIDAR footpring 11.3 meters. Less image overlap is needed at this
point, but since each image is smaller, 30 images are still
needed to cover the landing site. Because the slew distance on the sensor is greater in this case, it is expected
to take 3 seconds for this scan.
The lander turns its sensors back to the hole until it
reaches about 100m altitude, when it zeros horizontal
velocity and begins the final descent. This final scan of
the skylight lasts 5 seconds and captures 100 images.
Rover Modeling: The rover has a stereo pair of
cameras and the same flash LIDAR as used on the lander. These sensors are mounted on a mast at the top of
the rover and have pan-tilt actuation.
Given allowance for hazard avoidance divert maneuvers, the final landing site will be within 170m of the
skylight. This proximity enables the rover to reach the

hole and perform significant exploration around the hole
with only 1km of travel. Rover observations of the opposing skylight rim achieve a resolution of 4cm/pixel
for LIDAR. Since the rover travels at 5cm/second and
can remain stationary for arbitrary periods, the number
of images that can be captured is not limited by time, as
for the lander.
Fusing Flyover and Rover Models: Lander and
rover models are fused by iteratively aligning 3D point
clouds from lander and rover sensors to create a 3D
model of the landing region including the skylight. The
LIDAR and camera data are fused using a Markov
Random Field (MRF) graphical model to create a 3D
basemap for the Hole and the landing site. Rover navigation information is combined with image and heightmap correlation to overlay rover data onto the basemap.
Model synthesis requires that all data be synchronized, fused, and spatially registered into a global coordinate system. Data synchronization begins online
while the lander or rover is collecting data. Every LIDAR and camera image is time stamped and logged.
Handling data in this manner allows for complete offline
playback of the data and provides a timeline to organize streaming data into discrete model-building blocks.
Once data is blocked into time segments, these blocks
are aligned and registered into a model. Point clouds
from LIDAR data are filtered for outliers. Globally
registered position estimates serve as the starting point
for multi-view surface matching and for global iterative
closest point algorithms.
Following scan registration, updated position and orientation information (obtained through the registration
process) corrects position and orientation estimates for
lander and rover sensors, thus improving trajectory estimates for flyover and driving. This step enables global
registration of data from camera imagery, thereby visually representing texture on the 3D model. A MRF
is again used to fuse LIDAR and camera data. This
spatial visualization of non-geometric data greatly enhances the aesthetic appeal and contextual understanding of 3D models.
The final result is a 5m accurate 3D model of the
Hole and the surrounding terrain, including the landing
zone. Using incremental measurements from rover navigation, closing the loop on the rover path, and fusing
the rover and lander data into a 3D map, the Skylight
mission confirms the landing location with respect to
prior imagery and elevation maps. It reconstructs the
lander trajectory for approach and final descent and provides high-resolution data to evaluate lander perception
of hazards in the landing zone.
References: [1] J. W. Ashley, et al. (2011) 42nd LPSC.
[2] Haruyama, et al. (2009) JGR 39. [3] R. S. Park, et al.
(2010) J Spacecraft and Rockets 47(6).
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CHANCE AND POSSIBLE CHARACTERISTICS OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL BAROMETRIC CAVE
SYSTEMS: A. Pflitsch1 and J. Ringeis2, 1Ruhr-University Bochum, Workgroup of Cave and Subway Climatology,
Universitätsstr. 150, 44801 Bochum, Germany, andreas.pflitsch@rub.de, 2Ruhr-University Bochum, Workgroup of
Cave and Subway Climatology, Universitätsstr. 150, 44801 Bochum, Germany, julia.ringeis@rub.de.

Introduction & aims: Compared to the majority
of caves where air flow is caused by temperature differences between the outside atmosphere and the air
inside the cave, we do have so called barometric caves.
The air flow of caves of this type is a result of atmospheric air pressure changes.
The question of the basic air flow mechanisms in
barometric caves and the full size of both caves are the
main aspects of a research project from the working
group cave- and subway-climatology at the RuhrUniversity of Bochum (Germany). [1], [2]
Genesis of air flow in barometric caves: Air
pressure variations in the outer atmosphere usually
enter a cave system quite quickly through its openings.
Air pressure increase leads to a rising pressure inside
the cave, falling air pressure outside to a decrease of
pressure within the cave.
Short-term air pressure differences between the
outer atmosphere and cave and air pressure exchange
are not or hardly measurable in most cave systems.
This holds especially true for small and middle-sized
cave systems which either have a high number of openings or caves with a few small openings where quick
air exchange is not possible. Even big cave systems
with big openings show a quick air pressure exchange,
but the air flow is mostly not detectable.
This is different for cave systems with an entrance
that has a small cross section, compared to the size and
volume of the cave behind the opening. The air exchange is restricted and a quick air pressure equalisation is not possible. This can be explained as follows:
Starting with an even air pressure between cave and
outer atmosphere, there is no equilibrating air flow.
If a high pressure system exists, the air pressure is
rising outside the cave and an air pressure difference
between cave and outer atmosphere arises. If the relation between the cave entrance and the cave volume is
not favourable, a direct adjustment of air pressure will
be impossible and, as a result of this, a relative overpressure occurs outside the cave. This pressure difference – with a relative under-pressure within the cave –
leads to equilibrating air flow into the cave. This continues as long as an equilibrium situation is reached. If
air pressure is still rising, the pressure difference rises
too and the air flow increases as a consequence.
If the air pressure outside the cave is falling again
the pressure difference between both systems decreases

and the air flow speed decreases. In case these relations
are even, air exchange stops. If the air pressure keeps
falling, a higher pressure within the cave compared to
that outside will result in the airflow being reversed
from the cave to the outer atmosphere.
This process lasts as long as either enough air has
flown out of the cave (i.e. an equilibrium situation has
been reached) or until the air pressure outside rises
again.
Passing and stationary pressure systems are macroscale features with meso-scale variations and not micro-climatical phenomena. Therefore they influence a
whole region and the whole cave system. The compensating air flow takes place at all cave openings at the
same time. Rising air pressure outside means air flow
into the cave, falling air pressure outside means air
flow out of the cave. It is of no importance how many
openings a cave has. The important factor is the relation of cave volume and the width of the cave openings. The more the disadvantage between these factors,
the more the compensational effects are noticeable and
measurable.
Furthermore, the cave structure and the macro and
micro structures of the walls, which affect the turbulence of the airflow, are responsible for the duration
and strength of the air exchange. Especially longerlasting or very quick changes in air pressure, result in a
rapidly rising pressure difference between cave air and
outer atmosphere. This leads to long-lasting and intense compensating air flow.
If the cave structure represents one big unit, with
wide corridors and halls, the compensating air flow can
only be detected near the openings. If the cave structure is strongly jointed with several different parts,
which are separated by narrow passage ways and tunnels, compensating air flows are detectable in many
parts of the cave system.
Barometric Caves on other planets: But what
does all this mean to extraterrestrial caves?
Regarding the caves in general, the influencing factors are the same as on the earth. The bigger the cave
and the smaller the entrance, the stronger will be the
expected affects. Major differences will depend on the
density of the atmosphere and on the characteristics of
the weather. Here the following factors need to be
taken into account:
 The density of the atmosphere
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Atmospheric pressure differences
Appearance of a diurnal climate, seasonal
climate or specialities as a function of rotation
and revolution.
In a thinner atmosphere the described balance will
be considerably weaker due to a lower air density and
weaker weather pattern. Contrary in a denser atmosphere stronger compensating effects can be expected.
Here the changing viscosity of the atmosphere and
mechanisms inside the cave need to be taken into account.
An example is the influence of melting or sublimating ice masses inside the cave by inflowing warm air or
temporarily active thermal effects from inside the specific planet.
In the presentation previous research on earth and
the inferred conditions and possibilities for caves on
other planets are mentioned and put up for discussion.
References: [1] Pflitsch, A.; Willes, M., Horrocks,
R. and Piasecky, J. (2010) About dynamic climatological processes of barometric cave systems in relation to
the outside weather conditions and different cave structures. ACTA CARSOLOGICA, Postojna, SL, 39/3, p.
449-462. [2] Ringeis, J.; Pflitsch, A. and Piasecki, J.
(2007) Luftdruck- und Strömungsverhältnisse barometrischer Höhlen – Untersuchungen in Wind Cave und
Jewel Cave, Süd Dakota, USA. Speläologisches Jahrbuch - Verein für Höhlenkunde in Westfalen, 2007, Jg.
24, Sonderausgabe anlässlich der Verbandstagung
2007 in Iserlohn, Iserlohn, p. 16-19.
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ICE CAVES ON MARS – A GOOD PLACE FOR LIVE AND TO LIFE!?: A. Pflitsch1, Ch. Grebe1, D.
Holmgren1 and M. Steinrücke1, 1Ruhr-University Bochum, Workgroup of Cave and Subway Climatology, Universitätsstr. 150, 44801 Bochum, Germany, andreas.pflitsch@rub.de

Introduction: Ice caves are defined as caves containing ice all year round [1], this also applies to other
planets. Looking at the formation mechanisms of
known and accessible ice caves this transmission is
more difficult.
According to Lütscher [2] it can be distinguished
between different types of ice in caves. These are divided in exogenetic (e.g. accumulations of snow at the
cave entrance, firn or intrusive ice of warm glaciers)
and endogenetic (infiltrated water that freezes to ice,
hoar frost) ice. Ice caves occur either in permafrost
areas or in temperate regions [3]. However ice caves
occur predominantly in temperate areas above the 0°CIsotherm.
In connection with the climatologic influences a
more sophisticated description and accordingly a classification is possible. Important boundary criteria are
the nature of the air flow and the amount of surface
openings, as well as the morphology of the caves.
Many formation criteria of ice caves do not apply to
Mars because the atmospheric conditions differ enormously from those on earth. However the existence of
ice caves containing water ice cannot be ruled out. This
leads to interesting continuative thoughts regarding the
existence of recent life and a possible future colonisation.
Theories about the formation of ice caves on
earth: Especially Lütscher [2] was able to determine
and generalise the basic factors for the formation and
existence of durable cave ice by extensive research.
These factors are:
1. Existence of H20 in solid, liquid or gaseous
appearance.
2. Existence of ice in a homothermal zone limited to permafrost areas (T Altitude< 0°C).
3. Elevation of the ice cave under the 0°CIsotherm: Development and outlasting of the
ice because of thermal anomalies in the cave,
morphology and structure of the cavity and its
entrances. These anomalies are linked to the
air circulation in the system.
Two most common types of ice caves:
Dynamic ice caves or temperature anomalies indicated by the chimney effect.
The principle of a dynamic ice cave is the so called
chimney effect, which is based on a pressure difference
between the air inside and outside of the cave. It also
shows seasonal variability. If a cave has more than one
natural entrance, pressure differences between the outer

atmosphere and the air inside the cave lead to forced
convection.
When in winter the outside temperature is deeper
than the cave temperature, the cave air which is warmer
than the outside air, flow out through the higher entrance [4]. At the lower entrance cold air flows in.
If the temperature of the cave walls is <0°C, this
leads to freezing or resublimation of water in liquid or
gaseous phase. The inflowing cold winter air in the
lower part of the cave causes a gradual cooling of the
rock surface and enhances built up of ice.
During summer on the other hand, when outside
temperatures are above the cave temperature, the relatively cold and heavy air flows out through the lower
entrance, while the warm air is being soaked in at the
upper entrance. When the air reaches the deeper parts
of the caves, it has cooled down, so that the cavities
here are not warmed enough to trigger a decrease of
ice.
Static ice caves or temperature anomalies indicated
by a “cold air trap”.
If an ice cave has only one natural entrance which
is situated in the upper or middle part of the cave, this
cave can be a cold air trap.
Because of the density differences the air exchange
of the outer atmosphere with the cave air is limited to a
certain open phase which is defined by outside temperatures below cave temperatures (T°OF < T°cave).
The intensity of the air flow rises with decreasing
outside temperatures. The specific heavier air flows
into the cave and cools the rocks.
The warmer air is being replaced and flows out
along the ceiling. In summer (T°OF > T°cave) the cooler
air stays in the cold air trap and is warmed by the surrounding rocks.
If the ice melts simultaneously, the needed enthalpy
of fusion inhibits additionally the warming of the cave.
Stable temperature stratifications occur when deep
temperatures are preserved over summer.
Ice caves on Mars: Basically both major types of
ice caves that occur on earth cannot be ruled out for
Mars, although the so far identified caves have completely different dimensions than ice caves on earth and
there is no information about their morphology.
Anyhow there is no obvious reason why there could
not exist caves with smaller openings or ramifications
inside the known caves. As equivalent the Carlsbad
Caverns can be mentioned where there is an almost
completely separated system of circuits next to two
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bigger openings inside the cave. Therefore the cave
comprises different microclimatic zones with different
meteorological appearances – thermal and barometric
driven.
The cave ice on Mars could either derive from very
old large sources of ice which have not yet melted or
sublimated or the ice is still formed today. The recent
ice forming processes could either be triggered by
melting process underneath the surface of Mars and
corresponding drainage into the caves or by rising water which melts because of thermal processes inside the
planet, rises into the caves and evaporates, sublimates
or refreezes there. This can lead to the formation of ice
lobes or to the formation of temporary ice crystals at
the rock surface.
On the other hand also melting processes are possible either because of direct sunlight through the openings, inflowing warm air or thermal processes.
The melting of ice and its evaporation or sublimation would lead to a change of the cave atmosphere
which – depending on size and morphology of the cave
and the openings – would at least temporarily lead to a
changing composition of the cave atmosphere compared to the atmosphere at the surface of Mars.
A higher humidity and vapour pressure, balanced
temperatures and the absence of hard radiation would
improve the chances of outlasting life inside the caves
considerably.
Caves with large sources of water ice would simplify the colonisation of Mars considerably.
The different considerations are presented and discussed in the presentation.
References: [1] Bögli, A. (1978) Karsthydrographie und physische Speläologie, Berlin. [2] Lütscher,
M. (2005) Processes in Ice Caves and their Significance for Paleoenvironmental Reconstructions. Thèse
université de Zürich, édition ISSKA, La Chaux-deFonds. [3] Lütscher, M. and Jeannin, P.-Y. (2002) Une
année d’enregistrements de températures á la glacière
de Monlési / Ein Jahr Temperaturmessungen in der
Glacière de Monlési (NE). Stalactite 52(2), p. 27-29.
[4] Pflitsch, A.; Willes, M.; Horrocks, R. and Piasecky,
J. (2010) About dynamic climatological processes of
barometric cave systems in relation to the outside
weather conditions and different cave structures. ACTA
CARSOLOGICA, Postojna, SL, 39/3, p. 449-462.
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NOVEL VOLUMETRIC CAVE MAPPING PROCESS UTILIZING EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES. D. W.
Ruby1, J. J. Wynne2, T. N. Titus3, 1University of Nevada, Reno, 1664 N. Virgina St., Reno, NV 89557, danruby@unr.edu, 2Colorado Plateau Research Station and Department of Biological Sciences, Northern Arizona University, Box 5614, Building 56, Suite 150, Flagstaff, Arizona 86011, jut.wynne@nau.edu, 3USGS Astrogeology Science Center, 2255 N. Gemini Dr., Flagstaff, AZ 86001, ttitus@usgs.gov

Introduction: Traditional cave survey techniques
using mechanical instruments and hand-drawn maps
are not designed to capture accurate measurement of
cave volume or three-dimensional shape [1], and attempts to interpolate 3D data from existing surveys are
cumbersome and incomplete [2]. Experimental uses of
LIDAR or SONAR workflows are expensive and unreliable in their current prototypical stages [3, 4]. A
novel technique for mapping caves was developed
specifically with volume assessment and 3D visualization in mind, using “off-the-shelf” hardware and software, adapted for field work in harsh environments,
and requiring minimal training. This simplified technique, building on earlier attempts [5, 6], has immediate potential for terrestrial cave studies and implications for planetary and lunar in-cave survey by future
astronauts and/or robots.
Materials and Methods: Standard cave survey instruments, e.g. compass and inclinometer, are augmented with laser distometers, a protractor plate
mounted on a collapsible meter pole, and speciallydesigned survey notebook page templates.

Figure 2: Sample cross-section and line plot.
Data is entered into Compass cave survey software
and/or custom Excel spreadsheets for volume calculation and 3D shapefile creation. Compass data can then
be exported to other GIS programs and 2D drawing
programs to create maps placed geospatially.

Figure 3: 2D map generated from Compass data of
Shredder Cave, Atacama Desert, Chile.

Figure 1: Laser disto and protractor plate.
Survey readings are taken radially, capturing crosssection shape, at regular intervals along the cave
length, by teams of two to three technicians.
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Figure 4: 3D Compass export to Google Earth, of
Shredder Cave, Atacama Desert, Chile.
Discussion: This method offers some distinct advantages over existing methods, but also presents some
challenges when considering planetary and lunar applications.
Advantages. The short regular intervals offer a
higher resolution of data than traditional methods. A
1-meter elevated centerline buffers instruments from
magnetic anomalies in cave walls. Taking eight radial
measurements at each station gains accuracy over the
standard four directional measurements (LRUD). This
method does not depend on atmospheric flow monitoring, which has been previously proposed to estimate
volume [7]. Finally, this method offers the opportunity
for near-realtime field data analysis.
Disadvantages. This method relies currently on
magnetic sensors for azimuth collection, which prohibits planetary or lunar implementation. This method is
best suited for horizontal cave sites (e.g. lava tubes).
Proposed Modifications: Future improvements include developing an AutoCAD-based system for 3D
map generation through assembly of cross-sectional
profiles along the survey plot, applying interpolation
algorithims between sampling stations to estimate cave
volume with higher accuracy, and incorporating digital
instrument platforms with limited automation.
Conclusion: This technique for measuring cave
volume and creating 3D models is useful for terrestrial
cave studies of thermal behavior and habitability of
micro-environments, and provides considerations for
future automation and planetary cave exploration as an
inexpensive and reliable basis for instrument design.
Acknowledgements: Special thanks to J. DeDecker and K. Petersen for assistance in developing and
field testing these techniques, and G. Cushing and R.
Hayward for providing comments on previous versions
of this abstract. This study was supported by NASA
Exobiology grant EXOB07-0040 and a National Speleological Society International Exploration grant.
References:
[1] Dasher G. R (1994) On Station, National Speleological Society Press. [2] Steinke T. R. (1971) National Speleological Society Bulletin, Vol. 33, No. 4,
127-134. [3] Sellers W. I. and Chamberlain A. T.
(1998) Journal of Archeological Science, 25, 867-873.
[4] Robson Brown K. A. et al. (2001) Journal of Archeological Science, 28, 283-289.
[5] Jakopin P.
(1981) Journal of Archeological Science, 25, 867-873.
[6] Breisch R. L. (1969) Cave Pearls, Cave Science,
132. [7] Schnute, J. T. (1963) Cave Volume from
Breathing Phenomenon at Wind Cave National Park,
A Proposed Study, Physical Science office files, Wind
Cave National Park.
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BIODIVERSITY OF MICROORGANISMS IN PERENNIAL ICE DEPOSITS FROM SCARISOARA ICE
CAVE (ROMANIA). A. Rusu1, A. Hillebrand2, A.Persoiu3, R. Filimon1, E. Popa1, B.P. Onac3 and C. Purcarea1,
1
Institute of Biology Bucharest, 296 Splaiul Independentei, Bucharest, Romania, cri48223@yahoo.com. 2Institute
of Speleology Emil Racovita, Bucharest, Romania. 3Department of Geology, University of South Florida, Tampa,
FL, USA.

Introduction: : Although the microbial diversity of
cold environments was investigated from a large variety of exposed ice habitats, very little is known about
microorganisms that live in ice deposits from caves,
an isolated and light deprived cold environment that
ensures advanced species’ conservation. Since the
discovery of liquid water and ice, and possible ice
caves on Mars [1], ice caves biodiversity could bring
insight into possible earlier environments on Earth
and other planets, and on exobiology aspects [2], [3].
Scarisoara Ice Cave hosts the oldest (more than
1200 years old) and second largest underground perennial ice deposit in the world [4], [5]. The underground ice block from Little Reserve presents a clear
regular horizontal stratification recently dated with
stable isotopes [6], [7] where the profile of the ice
block represents a chronological record of the climate
patterns and biodiversity embedded in yearly formed
ice deposits.
In this context, our study focuses on determining
the microbial biodiversity and its chronological distribution in ice sediments from Scarisoara Cave.
Methods: The study comprises (1) ice sampling
of various age and chemical composition, (2)
microbial cultivation on different media and at
differnt temperatures, (3) total DNA extraction from
liquid cultures, (4) PCR amplification of bacterial
16S-rRNA genes and gene library construction, (5)
ARDRA analysis, sequencing and phylogenetic
analysis of bacterial 16S-rRNA genes.
Results: Samples were prelevated from recent ice
sediments (sample 2010) and from the oldest exposed
layer corresponding to 890 years old ice (sample 895)
and 895 years old ice containing organic matter (sample 890). The ice was sampled from the ice wall of the
Little Reserve under sterile conditions, at 10 cm
depth.
Cultivation of ice-contained microorganisms from
2010, 890 and 895 ice samples on liquid and solid LB
media, in the presence (LBG) and absence (LB) of 1%
glucose, at 4°C and 15°C, revealed a different growth
rate and number of colonies as a function of cultivation conditions. Accordingly, a higher number of
colonies resulted at 15°C than that obtained at 4°C,
independently from the ice age, suggesting the prevalence of moderate psychrophiles in this habitat.

Total DNA was extracted from ice originating microorganisms cultivated under various conditions, and
the PCR amplification of both bacterial and archaeal
16S-rRNA genes using specific primers was tested.
Only bacterial 16S-rRNA genes were amplified and
used for construction of gene library in pGEM-T vector.
The 16S-rRNA gene library of the 890 sample cultivated in LB medium at 4°C contains 160 colonies.
ARDRA analysis was carried out using digestion with
RsaI, HaeIII and HinfI of the PCR amplified inserts,
identifying various restriction patterns, and the selected clones were sequenced. In progress sequence
identification and phylogenetic analysis of the bacterial species present in this 890 years old ice revealed
some yet unidentified species, several species present
in other cold habitats and others common to mesophilic environments.
These results represent preliminary steps in identifying the microbial biodiversity and its chronological
distribution in ice sediments from Scarisoara cave, in
view of defining climate-related biomarkers that could
contribute to elaborating models for exobiology studies
of ice-containing planets.
References: [1] Kerr RA (2010) Science, 330,
571. [2] Jakosky BM, Nealson KH, Bakermans C, Ley
RE and Mellon MT (2003) Astrobiology, 3, 343-350.
[3] Rampelotto PH (2010) Sustainability. 2, 16021623. [4] Holmlund P, Onac BP, Hansson M, Holmgren K, Morth M, Nyman N, Persoiu A (2005) Geogr
Ann A. 87,193–201. [5] Feurdean A, Persoiu A, Pazdur A, Onac BP (2011) Rev Palaeobot Palynol. in
press. [6] Persoiu A, Bojar A-V, Onac BP (2007)
Studia UBB Geologia. 52: 59–62. [7] Persoiu A, Onac
BP, Wynn JG, Bojar A-V, Holmgren K (2011) JGR
Atmospheres. in press.
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PATTERNED EXTREMOPHILES. K. E. Schubert1, E. Gomez1, J. Curnutt1, and P. J. Boston2 , 1School of Computer Science and Engineering, California State University, San Bernardino, 5500 University Parkway, San Bernardino, CA 92407; keith@r2labs.org 2Earth & Environ. Sci. Dept., New Mexico Institute of Mining & Technology, Socorro, NM 87801.

Figure 1:Patterning in Salt Creek, Death Valley.
Search for Patterns of Life: As resources become
scarce, lifeforms adapt by growing in patterns that help
them optimize their access to resources. From algae in
Salt Creek, Death Valley, CA (Fig. 1), to soil crusts
near Baker, CA (Fig. 2), to geometrically elaborate
biomats on cave walls (Fig. 3) life in extreme environments frequently does not exhibit a solid mat of
growth, but rather forms exotic patterns ranging from
lines to circles, and harder to characterize amorphous
patterns [1]. Similar patterns are seen in desert grasses
around the world, and even in microbial mats in caves,
(Fig. 3). Fortunately, such patterns often lithify and
persist past the active growing phase of a community
especially in microbial communities within caves. On
any planet which had extant life at one point in its history, but now may have only scarce or fossil life, life
probably has exhibited patterned growth. This implies
that a reasonable search for life on other planets should
involve looking for patterned growth in places where
some type of life might still be holding on, or looking
for fossilized patterns to find where life once lived [2].
If this was all that patterned growth was useful for,
then it would be of limited utility, however the patterns
themselves also tell us about the structure and resource
conditions of the environment when the life was actively growing. This is important for understanding the
overall conditions on the planet (or ancient time period
on an earlier Earth), and thus can be used to make predictions of where else life might be found. On our own
world, these patterns can serve as a barometer of past
climate, indicators of prior environmental conditions
when such biopatterns were formed, and can teach us
about the fundamental energetics and ecology of microbial communities.

Figure 2: Patterned soil crust east of Baker, CA, courtesy Geoffrey Payton.

Figure 3: Figure 3: Regrowth experiment, courtesy
Loise Hose, showing pattern variation from April 1999
to September 2003 in microbial mats on the walls of
Cueva de Villa Luz, Tabasco, Mexico.
Cellular Automata Models: To describe, model,
and extract system understanding, we utilize cellular
automata. This is a model consisting of a grid of cells
that can take on discrete values. Rules for how the cell
values change are specified by the sum of all the cell
values in some neighborhood. Cellular automata have
been shown to be Turing complete, which means they
can generate anything a computer can. This ensures
that the approach is as general as any other modeling
system. Specifically, we have used a system where
cells could either be alive (1) or dead (0). The sum of
all the neighbors within three cells of a cell is used as
an index to a rule book, that specifies if that central cell
will grow, die, or stay the same during the next time
period. This summation and rule lookup process is
done for every cell, at each time interval. The sum can
vary from 0 to 49, which quantifies how dense the life
is in that area. Zero is empty and 49 is full. Most rules
were left as stay-the-same, including both 0 and 49,
which must be left at stay-the-same for stability.
We have noted that in many natural systems there
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tends to be low density (sparse) regions, where only a
few isolated organisms or small colonies exist, and
high density areas (dense), where a solid mat is only
broken up by isolated holes. These are generated by
potential wells: the less dense area experiences net
growth and the more dense area experiences net death.
The growth rules in the less dense area thus increases
the density towards the death rules in the more dense
area, generating a relatively stable pattern with a density around the middle of each well.
Most patterns are composed of a series of wells in
different regions, and their effect can be directly explained. For example:
1) A well in a low density region tends to cause the
pattern to spread across the field and is thus necessary
for life to perpetuate itself. This is almost certain to be
the case in any system, as without it, it is unlikely that a
community would have enough members to survive.
2) A well in a high density region tends to prevent
growth from making a complete coverage of the field,
and thus keeps the community from using up scarce
resources too fast. The “holes” in the pattern move,
providing for a natural equivalent of crop rotation.
3) A well in the middle densities allows a mechanism for smooth transition between the high and low
density wells, thus allowing organisms to adapt to a
changing environment and depleting resources without
changing the fundamental strategy (the rules).
Pattern Simulation: To simulate the soil crusts
found in the Mojave (Fig. 2) or cave wall patterns (Fig.
3), we needed a set of rules that could explain the wide
sparse areas with widely varying growth patch sizes
and very dense regions, which had more consistent
hole sizes. This was handled by making the low density
well have a relatively wide region of stay-the-same
rules between growth and death. For instance, in Figure
4, the well rule was grow (1- 3) and die (8-12), leaving
the wide region of 4-7 as stay-the-same. The high density well was located at grow (34- 38) and die (41-44),
and thus had half the size of the bottom of the well and
a slightly wider grow region to keep the edges sharp.
The middle or transition well, was located at grow (2527) and die (28-29). Notice it does not have any bottom to speak of, which encourages the communities to
“bounce out” of the well. In other words, it is easier to
overshoot either the death rules (if from a growth rule)
or the growth rules (if from a death rule) and transition
to the next well above or below in density. The lower
end of the transition well was chosen to account for
two of the low density spots getting close enough and
merging, but not to allow one community to grow on
its own. The result is a good approximation of the real
soil crusts found in Figure 2. In Figure 4, green means
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live, brown indicates dead. Yellow in the rules means
stay-the-same. The rules appear graphically on the left
hand side from lowest density on the bottom to highest
density on top

Figure 4: Simulation of cellular automaton with rule-set
consisting of three “wells”.
Conclusions: The cellular automata approach to
biopatterning is of potentially great utility for the identification of possible biomarkers in extraterrestrial settings and in Earth’s ancient rock record. The fundamental ecological and energetic drivers that make such
biopatterning successful is likely to be a broadly distributed property of life, irrespective of particulars of
chemistry, genetics, or other biomolecular structural
details. On Earth we see such patterns extensively on
cave walls of all different lithologies and in a variety of
other environmental conditions (e.g. temperature,
moisture, geochemistry, etc.), in cryptogamic soils in
arid regions, and even in higher plant patterning. Thus,
the search for preserved evidence of such patterns can
be developed into a robust metric of prior (or even
current) life processes. Such patterns lend themselves
to analysis by computerized robotic missions as well as
being highly distinctive to the human eye. Because of
the extraordinarily good preservation conditions within
caves, such patterns are likely to be better preserved in
subsurface cavities than they are on a geologically active and weathered planetary surface.
References: [1] B. Strader et al (2010) Adv. Experimental Medicine & Biology, AEMB. Springer.
[2] P.J. Boston et al (2006) Karst Geomorph., Hydrol., & Geochem. Pp. 331–344. GSA.
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EXTRATERRESTRIAL CAVES AS ARCHIVES OF LIFE. M. N. Spilde1, P. J. Boston2, L. A. Melim3 D. E.
Northup4. 1Inst. Meteoritics, Univ. New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131, mspilde@unm.edu; 2Dept. of Earth &
Environmental Sci., NM Tech, Socorro, NM, 87801 and National Cave & Karst Research Institute, Carlsbad, NM;
3
Geology Department, Western Illinois University, Macomb, Illinois. 61455; 4 Biology Dept, UNM, Albuquerque,
NM 87131.
Introduction: Microorganisms exist in the subsurface of Earth, living within open spaces in the rock.
The void space represents a continuum of micro- to
macroporosity, from voids that exist as intergranular
pore space all the way to cave-sized voids that humans
can enter. Caves provide a window into the near subsurface and can shelter organisms from harsh surface
conditions. They can act as a permanent refuge, since
water and favorable living conditions may exist there
when such conditions are not present at the surface.
Caves hold extant life and preserve evidence of past
life here on Earth. Extraterrestrial caves may also harbor extant life or at least preserve evidence of past life.
Lava tubes are known to be present on Mars, and high
resolution imaging of the surface of Mars has revealed
several likely cave openings [1]. Such caves may be
important targets for future astrobiological missions.
Caves on Earth and other planets can be classified
into several different types: 1) solution caves, such as
those in carbonate or sulfate substrates; 2) erosional
and suffosional caves, such as sea caves and soil sapping caves; 3) caves formed by phase transitions, including lava tubes and ice caves; or 4) tectonic caves,
expressed as large cracks or fractures. However, significant questions surround the ability to look for life
on other planets beyond the Earth. How will we know
if there is or was life present? What should we look
for? Regardless of the style of cave formation, certain
fundamental principles should apply when we look for
evidence of life. However, several questions must be
considered before we can effectively commence such a
search: 1) How long will direct evidence of microbes
persist? and 2) If direct evidence is not present, are
there other means by which we can reliably determine
the past presence of microbes?
Persistence: How long will evidence of microbial
involvement persist? In hot springs environments such
as in Yellowstone, microbes are rapidly coated and
destroyed by precipitates but frequently leave distinctive mineral fabrics [2]. Caves may preserve the organic remains of microbes much better than other environments because there is no weathering in the usual
sense of the term, there are stable temperatures within
limits, there are few higher order grazers, and no destructive ultraviolet radiation (e. g. sunlight). Thus,
original organic material, including organic carbon,
proteins, DNA, etc. degrade slowly or little at all, and
may persist over geologically significant time periods.

However, little is known about the limits of actual
preservation or its duration.
Biopatterns: Can we look for other evidence of
biological involvement if the microbial organic material doesn’t survive? In our previous work, we have
shown that there is a suite of unique carbonate features
present in some caves that may help identify the presence of microbial precipitation [3, 4]. Features such as
pool fingers and pool precipitates provide this evidence, and their unique morphology forms a type of
biopattern. In addition, the precipitation of calcite that
makes up these features traps exopolysaccharides and
microbial bodies or filaments, providing further evidence of microbial involvement. The existence of microbial casts is common in biogenic minerals and is
noted by many workers. These casts can be thought of
as another style of biopatterning. Yet another type of
biological remnant is a self-organizing, macro-scale
repetitive form (Fig. 1) recognized on cave walls and
other protected or sheltered environments [5]. This
type of biopattern is created by the influence of gravity
and fluid movement on microbial colonies. It is preserved in the biofilm by the incorporation of clays and
detrital minerals, leading to long-term preservation via
lithification after the biofilm has dried or decomposed.
Mineral Biosignatures: On Earth, microorganisms that live in the subsurface can survive on energy
derived from organic materials from the surface or on
chemical energy available in the rock itself (chemolithotrophy). However, even where no surface biota is
available to provide organic material, organisms can
thrive on inorganic energy sources. Even in this circumstance, it is not necessary for every organism to be
chemolithotrophic, and we have shown that subsurface
communities exist as consortia [6] with microorganisms as specialists, certain ones providing energy and
others, such as nitrogen-cycling bacteria, providing
other necessary nutrients.
Manganese and iron oxidizing microorganisms are
abundant in some caves where metal oxidation may
provide an energy source for the microbial communities. The deposits of intimately associated Fe- and Mnoxides found on the walls, ceilings and floors of the
caves are known as ferromanganese deposits (Fig.
2)[7]. The types of oxides in these deposits, such as the
Mn-oxide todorokite, can alone be indicative of microbial activity. Indeed the mere presence of these metal
oxides, out of equilibrium with the surrounding envi-
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ronment, may be enough to suggest microbial deposition.
One apparent misunderstanding that persists in our
current knowledge of microbial minerals is the question of which species are responsible for producing the
observed biominerals. Mineral deposition is not necessarily limited to only those microbes that have been
identified as carbonate or oxide producers. Genes for
mineral production may exist in many species or may
be passed between species. However, it may not be
expressed as precipitation behavior in circumstances
outside of the cave environment that are less favorable.
A study in 1973 showed that carbonate precipitation
was an exceedingly common phenomenon among soil
bacteria [8]. Therefore mineral deposition may not be
limited to known or identified carbonate or oxide producers and may be ubiquitous among cave microorganisms.
Discussion and Conclusion: Caves are a stable
environment and usually contain some level of water
that is required for life to survive. This may also be the
case even on an arid planet like Mars. Although caves
are usually low energy environments, niche-filling
microorganisms in terrestrial caves have taken advantage of this situation because of a lack of competition
with other faster-growing organisms that require
higher energy levels.
Because of their high potential for life preservation,
extraterrestrial caves should make good targets for lifedetecting exploration and a robust understanding of the
biopatterns and biosignatures that life leaves behind
will be essential to such future missions.
References: [1] Cushing G.E. et al. (2007) Geophys. Res. Letters, 34, L17201. [2] Allen C. C. et al.
(2000) Icarus, 147, 49-67. [3] Melim L. A. et al.
(2001) Geomicro. J., 18, 311-329. [4] Melim L. A. et
al. (2009) Astrobiology, 9, 907-917. [5] Boston P. J. et
al. (2009) Proceed. 3rd IEEE International. Conf. on
Space Mission Challenges for Information Technology,
221-226. [6] Northup D. E. et al. (2003) Enviro. Micro,
5, 1071–1086. [7] Spilde M. N. et al. (2005) Geomicro.
J., 22, 99-116. [8] Boquet E. et al. (1973) Nature, 246,
527-529.
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Figure 1. Example of a biopattern on the wall of a lava
tube in the Azores. Bright orange areas are biofilm.
Width of photo is approximately 4 cm. Photo by Stefan
Kempe.

Figure 2. Sampling ferromanganese deposits in Lechuguilla Cave, New Mexico. Image courtesy of Val Hildreth-Werker
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CAVE DETECTION USING OBLIQUE THERMAL IMAGING. T. N. Titus1, J. J. Wynne2,3, M. D. Jhabvala4,
G. E. Cushing1, P. Shu4, N. A. Cabrol3; 1U.S. Geological Survey, Astrogeology Science Center, 2255 N. Gemini Dr.,
Flagstaff, AZ 86001 (ttitus@usgs.gov); 2Colorado Plateau Research Station, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff,
Arizona 86011; 3The SETI Institute, Carl Sagan Center, Mountain View, CA 94043; 4NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771.
Introduction: Caves provide access to the subsurface without the need for drilling and provide a wealth
of interdisciplinary science – ranging from the geological and hydrological processes that formed the caves to
the study of cave micro-climates and the biodiversity
that exists within these unique environments.
On other planets and moons, where surface conditions are currently inhospitable to life as we know it –
caves may either provide shelter for extant life or preserve evidence of past life [e.g., 1]. Caves and cavelike structures are also of interest because they may
ultimately provide a lower-cost option for sheltering
human explorers or provide access to much needed
resources, such as water ice.
Unfortunately, caves may be elusive to detect. On
Earth, caves are often discovered by accident. Typical
methods for detecting caves include ridge-walking,
early morning scanning for plumes or steam [e.g., 2,3],
and thermal imaging [4,5]. Here we discuss the latter
of these techniques.
Thermal imaging techniques have shown promise
and some limited successes in the search for (or the
confirmation of) possible caves and cave-like features
on other planets.
Study Site Location: The site for this study was
the Pisgah lava flow, near Ludlow, CA. This site has
been used as a Mars analog, including the Viking and
Pathfinder landing sites [6]. The Pisgah lava flow consists of Quaternary basaltic lava and a cinder cone superimposed on alluvial deposits and the lacustrine sediments of Lavic Lake playa [7]. The Pisgah flow erupted in three phases and consists of both `a`a and pahoehoe which vary in thickness from 1-5 meters [8].
The flows have multiple lava tubes, trenches, and alcoves, which makes this an ideal site to test the use of
thermal imaging for cave and cave-like feature detection. The cinder cone provides an elevated platform for
oblique viewing of the flow.
Data Collected:
Thermal Images: Using a QWIP (Quantum Well
Photodetector) camera, we collected thermal imagery
of the Pisgah lava flows (Fig. 1). Imagery was collected from a single station (2 different viewing azimuths),
approximately half-way up the cinder cone, every 5
minutes over ~24 hrs, 23-25 March 2010 (244 images
captured). Within one field of view was a trench containing several alcoves. One of these alcoves is visible
within the thermal images (see Fig. 1- the red region in

the center of the image). The other field of view acquired (not shown here) had a lateral entrance to a cave
located in the centered in the images.

Figure 1: Pre-dawn Image of Co-Is Wynne and Titus identifying sensor locations. The intensity of the image is determined by differencing two TIR images acquired 5 minutes
apart. The color is the pre-dawn temperature of the surface.
In this figure, Titus and Wynne mark the positions of two
sensor locations.

Surface Temperatures: For both fields of view, insitu temperature sensors were used to simultaneously
acquire surface temperatures within the thermal infrared images – thus connecting temperature data acquired from ground sensors to the thermal signature
“seen” from thermal remote sensing. Figure 2 shows
one of the in-situ sensor locations. An external temperature probe was inserted into the top 25 mm of the soil
or rock. Internal temperature sensors were typically
placed in locations such as cairns. A temperature and
relative humidity sensor was placed on a 4 foot rebar
rod approximately 1 meter above ground. The sensor
was wrapped in aluminum foil to minimize impact
from direct solar insolation. Figure 1 illustrates how we
co-registered the sensor locations to image pixels. The
sensors are located between the 2 people at their feet.
Analysis:
Thermal Conductivity: Figure 3 shows the results
of comparing 1 in-situ data set to the DN values of the
corresponding image pixel. A direct comparison between image DN and surface temperature shows a time
lag between remotely sensed temperature (DN) and
“ground truth.” This is a direct consequence of the
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thermal probe being a finite, non-zero length. However, the thermal conductivity can be estimated from the
time-lag, and the “true” surface temperatures can be
calculated by correcting the measured temperatures for
time-lag and attenuation as described by the thermal
diffusion equation.

Figure 2: Sensor arrangement to measure rock surface, cairn,
and air temperatures.

Principle Component Analysis (PCA): PCA is a
multivariate technique that can be used to reduce the
dimensionality of a data set. PCA analysis identifies
the parameters with the largest variations. For this
analysis, we used each pixel DN value acquired
throughout the 24-hour period as that pixel’s coordinate within a 288-parameter space. Figure 4 shows the
image constructed from the first eigenvector and a scatter plot of each pixel within the first 2 eigenvectors. A
cluster of pixels are highlighted in red in both the image and the scatter plot – identifying the location of the
alcove within the trench wall.
Conclusions: Oblique thermal imaging is a valid
technique for detecting caves and cave-like structures.
The thermal detectability of caves is best accomplished
with multiple images acquired at the hottest time of day
(early afternoon) and the coldest time of day (dawn).
High thermal inertia material (e.g., rocks) exhibit similar diurnal thermal behavior and can only be reliably
differentiated from caves in a single time of day image.
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References: [1] Boston, P. et al. (1992) Icarus, 95, 300.
[2] Faust B. (1947) Natl. Speleol. Soc. Bull. 9, 52–54.
[3] Halliday W.R. (1954) Natl. Speleol. Soc. Bull. 16, 3–28.
[4] Rinker A. B. and Author C. D. (1997) JGR, 90, 1151–
1154. [5] Wynne J. J. and Author C. D. (1997) JGR, 90,
1151–1154. [6] Guiness, E.A. et al. (1997) JGR, 102,
28,687–28,703. [7] Dibblee, T.W. (1966) USGS Map I-472.
[8] Gaddis L. R. (1994) GRL, 21, 1803–1806.

Figure 3: Sensor Number 2041160 - Red is the uncorrected
surface temperature. Yellow is the cairn temperature and
blue is the air temperature at 1 meter above ground. The
same air temperature is used for all locations. The green is
the scaled DN level from the thermal infrared camera. The
white line is the surface temperature from the in-situ sensor
when corrected for thermal inertia effects due to the temperature probe being a finite, non-zero length.

Figure 4: PCA Analysis of image time lapse cube. (Left)
Image of the lava flow with a trench and cave-like alcove
(red pixels). The plus signs indicate locations of temperature
sensors. (Right) A PCA plot. Plus signs indicate locations
of the pixels where temperature sensors were located within
PCA space. The red highlighted box corresponds to the red
pixels in the left panel.
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CONSIDERATION OF LIBS FOR EXPLORATION OF CAVES. R. C. Wiens1, A. Ollila2, M. Spilde2, P. Boston3, J. Barefield1, L. Le1, S. Clegg1, J. Lasue1, H. Newsom2, D. Vaniman1,1Los Alamos National Laboratory
(rwiens@lanl.gov), 2University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 3New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology,
Soccoro.
Introduction: Caves represent a particularly interesting target of exploration from a habitability standpoint. They are naturally shielded from cosmic rays,
their thermal variability is buffered relative to more
extreme surface temperatures, and because of this,
caves on Mars, for example, are more likely to have
contained liquid water in the past, and may in some
locations still host liquid water today. With these advantages, caves are a prime location to search for biota,
either extinct or currently existing. Caves in the form of
lava tubes are known to exist on the Moon and on
Mars. Phenomena that occur in caves also occur in
pore spaces and fractures in rocks, so the potential locations in which these phenomena are at work may be
far more extensive than simply represented by known
or inferred caves. A disadvantage for cave exploration
is the challenge for mobility, power, and communications.
Caves on Earth represent an interesting niche for
exploring unusual life forms, educating planetary scientists on what differences in organic materials one might
expect on another planet. Of interest is not only the
types of biota but also the geochemical artifacts they
leave behind. Ferromanganese deposits (FMDs) found
in some caves, including Spider and Lechuguilla Caves
in southern New Mexico, are the result of biogenic
activity concentrating reduced Fe and Mn. These deposits can be a few mm thick on cave ceilings and up to a
few cm on walls, and contain up to > 30% Fe2O3 and >
15% MnO, representing concentrations of > 1000x
relative to the surrounding calcite and dolostone [1].
LIBS Capabilities: Laser-induced breakdown
spectroscopy (LIBS) is a robust analytical technique
with potential applications in caves due to its portability and its ability to provide rapid elemental analyses
without requiring any sample preparation. The LIBS
technique uses a p ulsed laser focused on a t arget to
create a “spark” or plasma which is spectrally analyzed
to determine the elemental composition. The analysis
spot size is small, generally < 0 .5 mm diameter, and
LIBS can use repeated laser shots to analyze depth
dependent compositional variation in a sample. Nearly
all elements are analyzed simultaneously, including Fe
and Mn and all of the CHNOPS elements important for
exobiology.
LIBS was chosen for the compositional remote
sensing instrument on the Mars Science Rover Curiosity, which is launching this year. This instrument,

named ChemCam, can provide elemental composition
analyses at a distance of up to 7 m from the rover with
a goal of 10% accuracy and precision for major elements, and with capabilities to analyze many minor and
trace elements, including Li, Mn, Cr, Rb, Sr, Zr, Ba,
and Pb [2].
As part of a recent MSL field test, co-authors JB,
LL, and SC fielded a b ackpack LIBS instrument to
provide proxy ChemCam data during the Mars Science
Laboratory’s “Fast Motion Field Test” near Cameron,
AZ. This unit contains a sensor head with a co mpact
flashlamp-pumped Nd:YAG laser emitting 25 mJ
pulses, which is positioned on the ground, much like
the sensor head of a commercial metal detector. Optical fibers carry the plasma light to three spectrometers
in the backpack. The spectrometers cover the same
spectral range (~240-900 nm) as the ChemCam instrument. The laser beam is enclosed and safety interlocked so no eye protection is needed. Analyses can be
done in < 5 minutes. This instrument or a similar one
could be used to provide real-time elemental analyses
for terrestrial cave exploration.
LIBS Targets of Interest in Caves: LIBS instruments typically have very good sensitivities for alkalis
and alkali earths. Additionally, detection limits for Fe
and Mn in a portable LIBS unit such as the one described above should be well under 1% oxide wt. Besides providing immediate in-situ analyses of FMDs, a
portable LIBS unit can provide assays of rock types,
whether calcite, dolostone, Si- or Al-rich precipitates,
or sulfur-bearing materials. LIBS has also been used in
the laboratory to distinguish pollens, spores, or bacterial species [e.g., 3], however, the biota associated with
FMDs is likely too sparse to detect or distinguish with
LIBS.
Preliminary Work: We made preliminary LIBS
analyses on two apparently unaltered limestone wall
rocks and three FMDs from Lechuguilla Cave, collected for the Spilde et al. study [1]. Analyses were
made with the portable backpack LIBS unit used for
the ChemCam team’s Fast Motion Field Test.
Fig. 1 s hows portions of ten averaged spectra of
one FMD and one limestone sample. Within this spectral range Mn, Fe, Al, Ca, and Sr peaks are clearly visible in the FMD (sample L050608-3). Other portions
of the spectrum, not shown here, contain H, Li, C, O,
Na, Mg, Ba emission peaks. Independent analyses of
the FMD sample gave 21.9% CaO, 16.7% Al2O5, 7.5%
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P2O5, 6.1% MnO, 6.0% Fe2O3T, 4.5% Sr, 3.6% SiO2,
3600 ppm Ti, 1750 ppm Zn, 760 ppm Li, and 470 ppm
Ba, with a high loss on ignition. Of these, the LIBS
analysis would be expected to observe Si, Ti, P, and Zn
at these levels, but did not do so in the small (< 0.5
mm) analysis spot, suggesting heterogeneity in these
deposits. By comparison, in the limestone sample
(L060316A4), Mn and most other minor and trace
elements were below the detection limits of both LIBS
(Fig. 1) and the independent analysis. Strontium, at 65
ppm, was just above the detection limit of LIBS at
407.7 nm.
Speleological environments on Earth are typically
moist, and such surfaces tend not to couple with the
laser beam as well as dry rocks. As a precursor to taking a LIBS unit into a cave, we wetted the above samples and re-analyzed them. Samples with visible or
pooled water on the surface did not couple well enough
with the laser to produce spectra. There are several
options to resolve this potential problem. We demonstrated, for example, that drying the surface with an
absorbant towel removed water well enough to provide
useful spectra. Another option is to increase the laser
energy. The LANL team has an 80 mJ laser that could
be substituted for the 25 mJ one to overcome the poorer coupling of wet samples.
References: [1] Spilde M.N., et al. (2005) Geomicrobiology of cave ferromanganese deposits: A field
and laboratory investigation. Geomicrobio. J. 22, 99116. [2] Wiens R.C., Maurice S., and the ChemCam
team (2011) The ChemCam instrument suite on the
Mars science Laboratory Rover curiosity: remote sensing by laser-induced plasmas. Geochemistry News,
145,
http://www.geochemsoc.org/publications/geochemicaln
ews/gn145jun11/chemcaminstrumentsuite.htm.
[3]
Multari R.A., et al. (2010) The use of laser-induced
breakdown spectroscopy for distinguishing between
bacterial pathogen species and strains. Appl. Spectrosc.
64, 750-759.
Acknowledgements: This work was supported at
LANL by Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD). The participation in this effort by JB
and LL was supported by the Next Generation Safeguards Safeguards Initiative (NGSI) Office of Nonproliferation and International Security, National Nuclear
Security Administration.
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Fig. 1. A small portion of the portable LIBS spectrum of a Lechuguilla Cave FMD (top) and calcite-rich
wall rock (bottom).
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REFERENCE MISSION ARCHITECTURE FOR LUNAR LAVA TUBE RECONNAISSANCE MISSIONS.
Samuel W. Ximenes1 and J. O. Elliott2, O. Bannova3, R. Y. Nakagawa4. 1Exploration Architecture Corporation, San
Antonio, TX, 2NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA, 3Sasakawa International Center for Space Architecture, University of Houston, Houston, TX, 4The Aerospace Corporation, Pasadena, CA.
Introduction: The possibility for the existence of
lunar lava tubes has been postulated as far back as the
1960’s [1]. Basic principles for the existence of
specific lunar lava tubes have been observed and a
number of lunar subsurface voids have been
discovered. The discovery by the science team of the
Japanese Kaguya lunar sensing satellite of a "skylight"
in the area of the Moon's Marius Hills region of
Oceanus Procellarum, and the team’s subsequent discovery of two other “lunar pits” at Mare Tranquillitatis, and on the lunar farside at Mare Ingenii are potentially important finds for the existence of intact lunar
lava tubes [2]. An Indian lunar spacecraft,
Chandrayaan-1, also detected with its Terrain Mapping
Camera a buried, un-collapsed and near horizontal lava
tube in the vicinity of Rima Galilaei [3].
The idea of utilizing lunar lava tubes for habitation
protection is not new. The benefits of using natural
caverns such as lava tubes on the moon as receptacles
for habitation structures or as protective shelter has
been around since at least 1985, when first proposed
by Friedrich Hörz [4]. Most scientific and popular
literature on the subject focuses on the benefits of their
extremely favorable environmental conditions and the
potential for savings of energy and mass in
construction of habitation elements if a base were to be
located inside a lava tube. However, prior to any
emplacement of the first infrastructure elements to
establish human activities and industrial operations in
a lava tube, development of a mission architecture and
technologies essential for the initial reconnaissance
missions of site characterization are needed.
Development of a mission planning architecture for
reconnaissance missions of robotic and eventually
human first contact with a planetary lava tube is
proposed in order to get some understanding of the
operational scenarios, technologies, and human and
robotic performance feats associated with the first
missions of planetary cave exploration, including
techniques of entering and examining the features
robotically and by astronauts.
Reconnaissance Mission Architecture: Operationally, major downsides for exploitation of lava
tubes for both science investigations and habitability
are issues of difficult accessibility to cave entrances or
surface openings, and clearing of large amounts of
rubble and debris for site preparation and leveling the
floor. The recent lunar discoveries cited give some
idea of the size and magnitude of the features. It is
apparent from all cases observed thus far, traverses

down cliffs of great depths of some 34 to 100 meters
or more with difficult terrain are required for both robots and humans. Negotiation of steep slopes and the
climbing in and out of a hole presents technology challenges for accessibility. Without advanced technologies and techniques for ease of ingress/egress at all
stages of development, from reconnaissance for site
characterization to infrastructure emplacement, locating a lunar base at the bottom of a pit may not be very
economical from an energy point of view, since mass
will have to be lowered and raised to the lunar surface.

Accessibility to cave approaches would require increasingly
sophisticated ease of ingress/egress technology solutions
for robots, crewmembers and ensuing emplacement of infrastructure elements.
The overall goal of establishing a reference mission
reconnaissance architecture is to get some understanding of robotic and human first contact with a lunar lava
tube for developing the technologies needed to support
these activities. Basic scientific understanding of the
features are needed, as well as engineering constraints
for determing viability of potential human habitation
and emplacement of associated infrastructure elements.
References: [1] Haliday, W.R. (1966), Terrestrial
Pseudokarst and the Lunar Topography, Bulletin of
the National Speleological Society, Vol. 28, No.3:
167-170. [2] Haruyama, J., et al. (2010), New Discoveries of Lunar Holes in Mare Tranquillitatis and Mare
Ingenii, 41st Lunar and Planetary Science Conference.
[3] Arya, A.S. (2011), Detection of potential site for
future human habitability on the Moon using
Chandrayaan-1 data. Current Science, Vol. 100, No.
4. [4] Horz, Friedrich, (1985), Lava Tubes: Potential
Shelter for Habitats, in Lunar Bases and Space Activities of the 21st Century, W.W. Mendell, Editor, Lunar
and Planetary Institute.
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